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21;eace_

This technical processing manual for federal documents is both the Cul-

mination of sporadic but determined effort beginning in'January of 1981 and an

evolving process of revision of established procedures and implementation of

new ones; The staff of the Government Documents Dept. has found this manual

indispensable to the effidient running of the unit not only as a written

record of what and how activities are transpired in the technical processing

area, but AlSO as a learning tool far new staff members and student assistants.

The Government Documents Department of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst is a SeleCtiVe depbSitory, selecting approximately 90% of Gi'0

Materials. The department consists of 2-librarians, 3 documents assistants

and 5 part-time student assistants. The only characteristics of the de--

.partment which may be unique in relation to other documents departffients are

-its utilization Of the University computer to produce its own catalog records

and the Library's computerized billing system in the distribution of billS to

delinquent patrons.

While most of the general procedures

most documentS depositories, the specific

in the

manner

manual are probably basic to

in which they are carried out

may be applicable only to the setting at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst. In spite of any idiosyncracies it is hoped that this manual will be

useful to others who may be developing written procedures for the first time

or attempting to improve upon already established procedures.

All typographical errors,

minology; lack of examples and

grammatical lapses, inconsistencies

other faults are the responsibility

in ter---
of the

author, who in the excitement of attempting tl upgrade this document from an

in-house instructional and historical tool to a formal example of a technical

processing manual,.may have let haste make some waste in addition to expecting

too much from potential readers.

However; if by Sharing this manual we are able to help anyone in any way

then we will have succeeded in our efforts to have it published. If any

:libtatian feels compelled to communicate with us concerning our manual; we are

always open to criticism which may help us to improve upon future editions of

the, manual.
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SECTION 1

INITIAL PROCESSING OF DOCUMENTS FROM GPO

I. General Information

A. Boxes of government documents material arrive irregularly from

GPO. Each box includes any number of government documents and may

include a shipping,-list which is ancxinventory of everything that

should be in the box (for examples of shipping lists, see pg. 4-6).

B. Boxes, for which a shipping list has not been included, have the

shipping list number printed on...the address label of the box.

1. Shipping lists for these documents will have been or will be

sent in other boxes;

A. When the shipping list is received it will have a note at

the top:

THIS SHIPMENT IS BEING MAILED IN .SEPARATE PACKAGES.

b. if a shipping.Iist has not been.received; the document is

put on a holding shelf with the shipping list number

listed on the shelf for identification when the

appropriate list arrives.

II. Processing Newly Received-Documents

A. Check inshipping lists on Kardex as they arrive.

1. At the end of each month claim any missing, shipping lists from

the previous month.

B..Mateh the title on the shipping list with the title on the piece.

C. When a match is found, cross out the item number and write the

SuDocs. classification number for the item on the upper left hand

corner of the front cover of the document.
.

1. Then cross out the SuDocs classification number on the

shipping list.

D. If an item on the shipping list is not received, check the item

number in the Item selections computer printout book to see if we

are supposed to receive that item.

if we are,supposed to receive it, claim the item immediately;

following GPO instructions as given in Administrative Notes,

no. 6, April 1984:

E.



1. Photocopy the claim form for our records and send the original

to GPO.

_a. Our copy is placed into the "Claims Box."

F. When the claimed item arrives from GPO, the claim form should be

included in the envelope or package.

1. Pull our photocopied claim form from the ClAidi Box and discard

it.

C. If the item is unavailable;. GPO will return the claim form with an

explanation.

1. Pull our photocopied claim forM from the Claim Box and give it

-to Tech'. Proc. Supervisor to request the document from Docex.

H. If we have not selected the item (an "N" will appear next to the

item no.), draw a vertical line through the item number on the

shipping list to indicate that we do not receive material with that

item number.

I. Stappeach document with a date of reception; the Mass

identification stamp; and the shipping list number.

1. Thin books receive the ID stamp on the cover; thick books are

Stamped on the top and foredge of the books.

2. Do not stamp over any printed or graphic matter on the cover

if possible;

3; After processing from the shipping list is completed; it is placed

in the shipping list file box for later sorting into Chipping list

number order.

K. Count the number of items processed and add them to the "Items

Processed" CalUMn in the Statistic_s_Books.

L. Documents are then placed on.the sorting.shelves for further

processing.

III. Processing Shipping-Li-t-tteIr

A. The Initiaf3Procescor handles the following types of notes.

1. Corrections and/or additions to information on the cover or

inside the document;

2; A replacement for an earlier document;
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a. The Initial Processor fills out a shelving instruction

sheet, checking off no.8, and inserting it into the

document before it is sent forward for further

processing. (See example, pg. 7).

B. The Initial Processor gives the document and the shipping list to

the Serials Cataloger when the following types of notes appear;

1. Change in classificaion number or change in title notes.

2; New Classification number being added to an item number note;

3. Shipping lists which are pink and begin with the statement,

"This complete listing is class corrections."

A. Some lists may be longer than. two pages. Therefore, be

sure\all pages are included because any extra pages will

not include the class corrections note.

4; Any notes which are of strange or confusing nature.

IV. Microfiche

A. The Initial. Processor places the microfiche, with the shipping list

to which they belong wrapped around them, in the "Micro.-che Box."

1. For instructions on processing microfiche, see section 9, pg.

69-71.



GPO Form 3452a
(A 4-83)

Example o shipping list for microfiche documents

Depository Shipping List Na M831202-2

Page 2 of 2

Claims for nonreceipt of publications on this liSt under item numbers previously selected by a library must be postmarked. within 60
calendar days of receipt of this shipment. When filing a claim for missing publications, please return a copy of the list on which
they appear and circle the item numbers that are missing:

Microfiche # 1987

ITEM CLASSIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER

594 -35 I FEM 1.209:390174

SE .25/ 12 -'63-147--

thru 151:
SE 1.25/12.83-152 1

thru 156
SE-t72-57/4-2:83=157 1

thru 161
SE=-1-,751-12:83-162 '1

thru 166
SE -1-.45-/-12:83-167

L11-17c2908=-

171
ISE

SE 1.29 :28/10

10251-A-2 Y 4.Sci 2:98/6

TITLE

jlood Insurance Study, Village of Groveport, Ohio,
Franklin County, Community Number-390174, Tederal Emer-
gency Management Agency, March 1, 1983

SEC News Digest Issue 81:-.147 thru Issue 83-151; Securities
and Exchange Commission; August 1, 1983-August 5;-1983

SEC News Digest Issue 83-152 thru Issue 83-156i Securities
and Exchange Commissioni_August 8,.1983- August 12, 1983

SEC News Digest Issue 83-157 thru Issue 83-161, Securities
and Exchange Commission, August 15, 1983-August 19, 1983

SEC News Digest Issue 83162 thru Issue 83-166, Securities'
and Exchange Commission, August 22, 1983-August 26; 1983

SEC News Digest Issue 83-167 thru Issue 83-171;'Securities
and Exchange Commission; August 29; 1983-September 2, 1983

SEC Docket, Volume 28, Namber 9, Securities and Exchange
Commission, August 16, 1983

SEC Docket, Volume 28, Number 10, Securities and Exchange
Commission, August 23; 1983

Job Forecasting; No 6, 98-1 Hearing

* For Sale in Paper by :he Superintendent of Documents.



Example of.shipping list for paper copy documents

G PO FoR
9
rm
-111

3452C3
Box Number- 146 Depository Shipping List No; P831206-1

. Page 1
of 1

Claims for nonreceipt of publications on this list under item numbers previously selected by a library must be postmarked witt in 60

calendar days of receipt.of this shipment. When filing a claim for missing publications, please return a copy of the list on which

they appear and circle the item numbers that are missing.

ITEM CLASSIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER TITLE

1

507-G-26

507-G-26

507.=G=26

507-G-26

507 G-27

507 G=27

507 G-28

507 G-28

507= -28

507-G-28

10 tai

1\

WE ARE USING THE INFORMATION FROM THE COMPUTER
PRINTOUTS RETURNED IN DECEMBER 1982

-2:Sa 3/983 7---FAS USA Sales Aids for Food Exporters, Revise October
1983

HE 20;3173/2:CT 13/ ICRDB Cancergram; Clinical Evaluation and Treatment of

83/12 Multiple Myeloma and Other GaMMopethieS, Series CT13;
No 83/12; December 1983.

HE 20.3173/2:CT 15/ ICRDB'Catitetgram, Clitital Treatment of Cancer; Radiation

83/12 ThetApy; Series CT1501o: 83/12; December 1983

HE 20.3173/2:CT 16/ ICRDB Cancergram; Genito-Urinary_ Cancers; Diagnosis;
83/12 Treatment; Series CT16, No 83/12; December 1983

HE 20;3173/2:CT 22/ ICRDB Cancergram; Melanoma and Other Skin Cancer, Diag-

_ 83/12_ nosis; Treatments- Series CT22, No 83/12, December 1983

HE 20.3173/2:CK 01/ ICRDB CaritergrAM, Chemical Carcinogenesis, Nitroso Com-

83/12 pounds, Series CK01; No; 83/12; December 1983
HE 20.3173/2:CK 14/ ICRDB Cancergram; Mechanisms of Carcinogenesis; Oncogenic

83/12 Transformation; Series CK14, No 83/12;_Decemher 1983

HE 20;3173/2:CB 01/ ICRDB Cancergram; Oncofetal Proteins, Serida CB01, No.

83/12 0/12i December 1983
HE 20:3173/2:CB 05/ ICRDB Caritergt&M, IttUnObiolOgy and Cancer;Tumor-Associ-

83/12 Ated Antigens; Series CB05; No: 83/12, December 1983

HE 20.3173/2:CB 17/ ICRDB Cancergram; ImmunobioIogy and Cancer; Identification

83/12 and Characterization of Immune Cells; Series CB17, No.
83/12, December 1983_

HE 20;3173/2:CB 23/ ICRDB Cancergram; RNA Viruses Associated with Cancer,
MoletUlat Biology, Series CB23; No 83/12; December 1983

y 4.Ed O/1:Em 3/6 -98EL-Hearing: To Reinstate the Emergency School Aid

ct
98-f Hearing and Markup: Statutory Authorization Under
the War Powers Resolution-Lebanon

Y 4.F 76/1:L 49/4

4.Ar 5/3:S.hrg.98-
49/pt.5

Y 4 -;F 49:S.hrg.98-

387
4.0 73/7:S.hrg.98=

379
"A 4.0 73/7:S.hrg.98-

-1 Hearings: Department of Defense Authorization for
Appropriations for 'Fiscal Year 1984, S. Hrg.98-49., Pt. 5

98-1 Hearing: Estate Tax Issues - 1983, S. Hrg.98-=337

----981_gjtaringS: Staggers Rail Act of 1980, S. Hrg.98-379

98-1 Hearing: Local_TeIephone Rates, S. Hrg.98-382

ID



GIN] Fonn 3452
CR 9-C1,1

Separates

Example of shipping list for doctents received as separate packages

i.ipriSicelY S lirping List Ho. P83122.23-1-

Pace 4 of 1

Claims for nonreceipt of publications oil this list under item numbers previously selected by_ a library must be postmarked Within CO

calendar days of receipt of this shipinent. When filing a claim for missing publications, please return a copy of the list on which

they appear and circle the item numbers that are missing.

ITE:M L:LASSII-iCA)
NUNILIER tsErt TITLE

FIRST PACKAGE
159-C-6 C 3.-r-2234-$4-98GID 7

SECOND PA
1-59 a-7 e--3-7-rai-s-148.014) 8

_THIRD PACKAGE
`. 3 I-. 'D-1.66.982'

FIFTH PAC GE
4 =E-1771-71-&/23

E

WE ARE USING THE INFORMATION FROM THE COMPUTER PRINTOUTS

RETURNED IN JUNE 1983

THIS SHIPMENT IS BEING-MAILEIVE SEPARATE PACKAGES.

1980 Censusof Population; Characteristics of;_the Popula7

tion; Detailed Population Characteristics, COloradb, PC

80-1-D7; S/N 003-024-05182-6; * $10.00

.

1980 Census of Population, Characteristics of the Popula-

tion, Detatled POpulation Characteristics, Connecticut,
PC80-1-D8;: S/N 003-024;-05183-4; * $11.00

Comercial Activities Inventory Report and FiVe Year, Review

Schedule; FY 1982

-ocation Identifiers, 7350;5E; November 24, 1983, *' on

_Energy Research Abstracts; Volume 8, NUMber 23, December

* $9.50

* For Sale by the Superintendent of Documents.



Example:

Shelving Instruction

Sheet

SIIELVIIC INSTRUCTION

CALL NUMBER

/5m
CURRENT VOLUME ONLY RETAINED
Return all previous volumes to
the Documents Office to discard.

If there is no volume on the shelf
for this one to replace,_check
here and return slip to Documents.

2) ______LOOSE-LEAF SUPPLEMENT
TO be filed inside binder. F011OW
filing instructions carefully,
discarding issues or pages as
instructed.

3)_ _POCKET SUPPLEMENT
To be inserted in back cover of
volume. Discard supplement
replaced by this one.

4) SUPERSEDING VOLUME 'ID REPLACE
EARLIER VOLUME
Please return superseded volume
to the Documents Office;

5) CUMULATION REPLACING MONTHLY/
QUARTERLY ISSUES
Discard individUal issues.

6) LATEST VOLUME IN DOCUMENTS
REFERENCE OTHER VOLUMES IN
DOCUMENTS STACKS
Return earlier volumes to Documents
Office for relabeling And redis-
tribution to stacks.

7) MICROFICHE TO REPLACE PAPER COPY
Return paper_ copy to Documents
Office for discarding.

THIS ISSUE REPLACES DEFECTIVE
COPY ALREADY ON SHELF. Return
defective copy to Documents
Office for discard.

OTHER

12



SECTION 2

DOCUMENTS CATALOGING RULES

Introduction

The card cialog for the U.S. Government Documents Collections

consists of records for monographs, congressional hearings and prints,

and serials: A complete catalog record consists of a call number, an

issuing agency, a title, a subtitle, if necessary, an imprint date,

pagination; occasional notes; and title addedentries; A place of

publication and publishe-: are used only if the item is Published

outside the Government Printing Office (GPO;

Sudocs
call no

Publishe

Paginati

HE20. National Cancer Institutea
3152: Proceedings of the first nationall
P21/2 conference for parents of children_ ..r-

with cancer.-mMaintaining a norman
. NIH, 11980.-

298 p.

I. Title: FirSt national'-
conference for pa -of children
with cancer..II. itle.

When cataloging seriafE77/71717EFTrgfiFitormation is

the added title area. Frequency is often included

pagination if it is known.

author (main)entry
title
subtitle
imprint date

title added entry
computer produced
title:entry card

included in

after the

169.8/2: Mining Enforcement and Safetz Adm.
no. Safety manuals.11 7 1975- .r

t3P0. _

v.. ;irregular?

Holdings: t 6-1 10 12 15
'No. 16-- -issued_by the Mine

Safety and Heatth Adm. and classed
L38.8/2: '

vol.,yr. informat
n

frequency

notes

The computer program; into which this catalog information is entered;

produces a catalog card. set for each item cataloged consisting of at

least three catalog cards. These cards includes the following: 1, a

main entry card, which is usually the issuing or sponsoring government

bodyi 2, a title card. 3.- a shelflist card. There may also be cards

for added title entries when necessary for a more complete

identification of the pub]ication;

3



Main entry card--;

catalog card
I.D. no.

Replacement
card

IC1.2:
Sh6/4/
yr.

0149927=Z
R

Interstate Commerce Commission.
Summary of information for

shippers of household goods. GPO,
1971-

1 v.
Revised editions issued

periodically. _ _
Current cdition only retained.

I. Title.

** ;IC1.2: Sh6/4/ yr.

IC1.2;
Ph6/4/
yr

0149
R

SHELF LIST

Interstate Commerce Commission.
Summary of information for

shippers of household hoods. GPO,
1971-

1 v.
Revised editions issued

eriudicall

Shelflist card

IC1.2:
Sh6/4/
Yr.

0149927-Z
p

SUMMary-of-Infokmation for shippers
of household goods

Interstate Commerce Commission
Summary of information for _

shippers of household goods. GPO,
1971- 4

I V*
Revised editions issued

periodically.
Curkent edition only retained.

T. Title.

** ;IC1.2: Sh6/4/ yr.

-title added
entry card

The s elfligt card is filed according to the SuDocs classification

numbe: into the shelflist catalog which is located in the Documents

Office. The author cards) and title card(s) are filed in

alphabetical ordeinto the auther=title catalog which is located in

the Documents stack area;



to

II. General Information

The primary source of information for recording catalog information is

the title page of the item being cataloged. If there is no title

page, the cover is used. A third source of information is the body of

the work itself. For instance, the GPO publishing date, which is used

as the date of publication, is usually found at the back of most

government do.cuments -rather than on the title page or verso. For

microfiche the primary source of information will be the fiche

header. If information is obtained outside the document, it should be

enclosed in parentheses.

Example: The Society; (1980)

(NIH, 1980)

All cataloging information is recorded on catalog worksheets (see

example, pg. 12-13). Each worksheet is divided according to a

computer code; or field number, along with its literal equivalent.

TheSe fields become especially important when correcting or updating

already printed catalog cards. (see Sec. 4; Catalog Card CorteCtiOn,

pg. 44-48).

The keypuncher in Information Processing keypunches each field number

and its written information on a separate keypunch card. The code

determines where and how the written information will appear on the

catalog card.

A. Capitalization

1. With the exception of articles and conjunctions the first

letter of each word of all agencies, committees and

subcommittees; acts and programs; and proper and personal

names shoUld be capitalized.

Abbreviations such as "H;R;" and "S" for House and 8enate

billS and for Public Law should also be capitalized;

Example: a) Equal Credit Opportunity Act amendments and

Consumer Leasing Act.

b) Repeal of'Section 2(n) of the Federal ReSetVe

Act;
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All named Seminars; Conferences; Workshops etc. should be

capitalized;

Ekaiiiple: a) The Seminar on Affluent Effluent

b) Proceedings, of the Conference on Government

Documents.

16



Documents

Cataloging

Worksheet

.
95 Dot.uments Number

01 Main Entry

04 Title

OS Added Title Data

06 Imprint (if other than GPO)

09 Et:illation

13-29 Notes

.80-89 Added TitltS

90-92 Series S
17



Documents
Cataloging

Workseet

for

Microfiche

-

L:cation

Microfiche

95 Documents Number'

01 Agency Main Entry__

04 Title

05 Added Title Data

08 Date of Publication

09 Collation

13-29 NOtes

70=79 Added Authors

80-89 Added Titles
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B. RuncZnation

1. The cataloger must always follow precisely as possible the

wording and punctuation of all titles as they appear Oh the

primary Sio_ilree of information. When uncertain; a colon always

follows the title and precedes,the first word of a subtitle or

alternative title. It is impOrtant to remember

that a space always follows any mark of.purictuatiOn.

ing

A. SuDocs Classificaton Number (field 95)

1. The SUDOcs class no. is found in most cases on the upper left

hand corner of the document. If it is a hard bound vol.; the

number may appear on the spine or on the inside of the front

cover;

. The SuDocs number must be preceded by a semicolon when
_ _

transcribed onto the catalog worksheet. This semicolon

signals the computer that a SuDocs number format will follow

instead of the LC class no. format.

3'. There should be no space between the semicolon and the number.:

4. If the SuDocs number is longer that 8 spaces, a break should

be indicated with a pencilA checkmark at the eighth space or

at:the closest'periodi colon or Slash within the SuDocs

nuther; A break_ should aIways'-be made at the colon.

;T17.5/2:Ai7
V V

;AI3.31/5:C8/2/978

a. TheSe breakS let the. keypuncher know how to format the

classification number for the computer.

B. Main Entry (field 01)

Form of Entry.

1. The main entry must be a government body;

2; Never use."United States" at the beginning of the entry as is

the case with LC entries;

3. Personal authors or editors are never used.

4. Always end the main entry with a period.

5. Some- agency names must be reversed.

a; Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.

not Outdoor Recreation Bureau.

19
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b. Department of Housing and Urban Development.

not Housing and Urban Development, Department.

c. Department of Education;

not Education Department..

Choice of Entry.

6; Choose.the most distinctive and specific part Of the hierarchy.

Department of Health.and Human Services ---- use parent

Division of Public Information

agency.

nondistinctive

sub agency is

not used.

7. Do not list any other hierarchical subdivisions.

Li t _of classes of United States government publications may

be used to determine main entry that corresponds most

correctly to the assigned SuDocs class no. of the piece.

9. Government organization Manual-can also be used to verify a

choice of entry;

C. Title (field 04)

1. The title should be transcribed exactly as it appears on the

title page of the document.

a; The cover isused if there is no title page.

2. Any part of a titlejollowing a:periodi colon; or semicolon

should be moved into the added title area (field 05).

3. If the word ...Massachusetts" or "New England" appears in, the

titlej but not as thefirst word, make a title added entry

(field 80) with those words as the first word.

4; Nondistinctive titles should be suppressed.

A. Write a red asterisk (*) before the title as a signal to

the computer to suppress the production of that

particular title card;

Examples: Annual. report. Papers TrAvsactions;

Proceedings; Report. Symposium. Acts.

D. Added Title Data (field 05)

1. The added title area is for any part of th,-.2 title which is not

an integral part of the title, such as the subtitle or

alternative title, but may be necessary to more closely
_ ,

identify the publication.
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2; Do not include personal or corporate authors in this field;

Personal authors are never used in documents cataloging and

author statements concerning government bodies not included in

the main entry appear in the Notes area. The exception is

Congressional Hearings and Prints. (See Sec.2.IV.D, pg. 19).

3. Edition statements (e.g. 2d ed., 4th ed.) follow any title or

other information which may appear in this field.

E. Imprint (field 06)

1. If the publisher is other than the Government Printing Office

(GPO) it should be entered in this field. The publisher and

date of publication should appear on either the title page,

verso, or somewhere in the body of the publication.

2; If the publisher is, the same as the author, then the entire

corporate name need not be typed out. Instead, the more

genera' form (i.e; The Society, The Agency; The Department) is

entered..

3; If the publisher is Ehe GPO, only the imprint date should

appear in the imprint area.

4. If the item is.one whichis revised periodicallyiand only the

latest volume is retained, no imprint date is recorded;

F. Collation (field 09)

1; This'field is to be used for pagination;

a. The. iast numbered page- at the end of the document should

be considered the last page of the document;

2..If paging is irregular or nonexistent, use one of the

following notes;

lv. (various paging)

Iv; (unpaged)
, --

1V. (looseleaf)

pamphlet -- small, document of less than 10 pages
_ .

map folded or rolled maps

3; Illustrative information or size designation is never used

4. Important or descriptive series can be entered as the last

element in the collation area.

A. All series are enclosed by parentheses.

b. These series should never be repeated in the Series area

(field 90-92)
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G. Notes (field 13-29)

1. Notes are generally used to amplify or qualify information

about a publication that is not available in the formal

description.

2. The 13 field is aJways left blank in monographic cataloging of

documents, with the first note in the 14 field.

3. Notes for monographs are used infrequently in documents. When

they are used-they should appear in the following order.

a. Location.

Located in DOCUMENTS REFERENCE

Located in MORRILL LIBRARY MAY ROOM

b. Title.

Cover title: The American dream

c. Editions

1. Linking notes between editions which have changed

title or class.

Earlier editions have title:

Later editions have title:

2. Notes for new or revised editions published

periodically, of which only the latest edition is

retained.

Revised editions issued periodically'

Current edition only retained.

d. General notes.

1. Note for popular titles and references to Committee

hearings or government reports which are not part of

the formal description.

Also known as: The Pentagon papers (see H.3.

below).
. .

2. Note for,looseleaf editions.

Kept up to date'by.looseleaf additions

(transmittalsi changesi.etc.).

3. Contents notes. (always the last note on the

catalog record).

CONTENTS: v. 1. New England.--v. 2. Midwest.--v.

3. West.
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(Partial contents)

CONTENTS: v; 1; New England;-- --v; 3; West;

H; Added Titles (field 80-89)

1. Distinctive or otherwise Important titles by which the Item

may be identified, but are buried in the main title as

transcribed in the title area;

2; Important subtitles or alternative titles that have been

entered in the Added Title area (field 05);

3; Popular titles or references to the item which have been noted

in the Notes area (See G.3.c.1).

4; Cover titles or other titles present in the item but which are

radically different from the title page and have been noted in

the Notes area;

I. Series (field 90-92)

1; Never used in Documents cataIoging;.
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Congressional Hearings and Prints

A. SuDocs Classification Number (field 95)

I. Follow instructions of SAC 2.III.A.1-4.pg. 14.

2. When a number of parts or volumes are involved for lengthy

hearings; or prints; use "pts." or as apprentiate at

the end of the SuDocs class no.

a. Make temporary shelflist cards for heiringS or prints

with multiple'parts.

b. Pencil in the holdings on the top of th6 temporary or

permanent card as new parts arrive.

B. Main Entry (field 01)

1. The author of the Congressional hearings or 'prints is the

Committee holding the hearing or requesting the print.

2. Do not enter under Subcommittee or subdivide under

Subcommittee.

3. Main entry is formatted in the following way:

a. Congress. Senate. Committee on

b. Congress. House. Committee on

c. Congress. Joint Committee on

C. Title (field 04)

1. The title-is located at the top of the title page, which is

also the cover.

2. Follow instructions of Sec.2.III.C.1-4. .pg. 13.

D. Added Title Data (field.05)

1. Should begin with "Hearings" then indicate the Subcommittee

holdj.ng the hearings if that information is present. If not,

the bills being considered and the date of the hearings

follows.

2. After the period ending the date information, include the

Congressional session;

a. Congress is capitalized.

b. -session is in lower case letters;

Example: Hearings before the Subcommittee on International

Finance on S. 1033 held March 21; 1974. 93d

Congress, 2d session.

3. Committee prints include information Identifying who actually

wrote the study or for whom the study was done.

24
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E. Imprint (field 06)

I. Follow instructions of Sec. .III.E.1- ,pg. 16.

F. Collation (field 09)

1; Follow instructions of Sec.2.III.F.I-3.pg.16.

2. If the SuDocs number or the title page indicate that the

hearing or print is a numbered part; the collation should be

written as follows:

a. pts;

b.

G. Notes (field 13-29)

1. Follow instructions of Sec.2.III.G.1-2.pg.17.

2. Committee prints: field 14 will always be the first note with

the-statement:

Committee Print.

H. Added Title (field 80-89)

1. Follow instructions of Sec.2.III.H.I-4.pg.I8.

I. Multi-volume hearings and prints.

1. Occasionally multi - volume hearings or prints will be issued

with nonsequential numbers:

Y4.M54:93-7

Y4.M54:93-29

(part 1)

(part 2)

. Make a separate card for each nonsequential number and

indicate the part number directly after the-title.- -Do

not put the volume or part number in the SuDocs class no.

Example: Growth and its implications. pt. 2.

b. A note will have to be made making reference to the class

no of the other part(s); if that information is

available.

J. Original classification of hearings and prints;

1. CIS in the call number.

a. Committee hearings and'prints, for which no
/

SuDocs class

no. can. be found after a search of CIS volumes and

Monthly Catalog should be given the ID no; used in the

CIS index instead, allowing the hearing or print to "be

classed and shelved and available for use by patrons;
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Print from House. Committee on Foreign Affairs;

Y4.F76/108221075/CISi

Committee: CiS year

citation of

number CIS vol.

V; Serials Cataloging_ (Examples of serials cataloging exhibited on pgs;

25-28);

A. SuDocs Classification Number; (field 95)

1. Follow instructions for Sec.2.III.A.pg.14.

2; A simple abbreviation Which identifies the serial numbering

scheme is used after the colon to designate volume or issue

numbers and/or dates;

A77.15:ARS-34-no. (Agricultural Research Service numbered

series)

E1.28:Ser/no. (Series/number)

E131;6:yr. (year)

JU2.3:yrdno. (year/number)

L2.3:voIjno; (VoIumeldUmber)

B. Main Entry. (field 01)

1. Follow instructions for Sec.2.III.B.pg.14-15.

C. Title. (field 04)

1. Follow instructions for Sec.2.III.C.pg.15.

D; Added Title Data; (field 05)

1. Follow instructions for Sec.2.III.D.pg.15=16.

2; Insert bibliographic data if available after any subtitle;

1St- 1977 (Current)

v; 1-3; 1975 -1979. (Discontinued)

E. Imprint. (field 06)

I; Follow instructions for Sec.2.III;E;I;pg;i6;

2. No imprintodate should appear on a serials catalog record

except when it is apparent that the year of publication is

separate from the volume/issue numbering (i.e. date is located

at the bottom of the title page; on the verso; or at the back

of the issue) or when the publication date of the first issue

is different from the date given in the bibliographic data in

the-05 field;
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F. Collation. (field 09)

1; v;--for volumes; nos.--for numbers.

2. If the frequency of the serial is known it is included after

the volume or number information 'and separated from the other

information by two spaces.

v. annual;

G. NOteS. (field 13-29)

Notes should appear on the catalog record as they are liSted

below.

1. Item currently received and checked in on a DOCumdiits Serial

Record.

13. $a

a. The symbol, $a, will prompt the computer to print the

note:

FOR HOLDINGS SEE DOCUMENTS SERIAL RECORD

2. Item kept in Documents Reference Room and older volumes kept

in Documents stacks:

14. LATEST VOL. IN DOCUMENTS REFERENCE

15. OTHER VOLS. IN DOCUMENTS STACKS

a If the item were not currently received, nothing would

appear in the 13 field and the above notes would still be

in the 14 and 15 fields.

Item currently received and sent to Serials Section for

processing into the general stacks.

a; This note should always appearAn the 14 field.

14. FOR HOLDINGS SEE CENTRAL SERIALS RECORD

4. Item sent to Serials Section; use the following notes which

should follow G.3. above when the item is currently received;

If the item is not currently received; a holdings note may

appear in the 14 field as illustrated in 5. a-b below; If

there is no holdings note; as mentioned in G.3. above; these

notes would then appear first.

15. Cataloged to: 'L Note that each line of

16. 1 the call no; must be

17. R4 listed as a separate

18. Per note;
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5. Holdings notes.

a. Current year only.

14. Holdings: current year only.

b. Incomplete holdings for a serial no longer received.

14. Holdings: 1 3-5 8

14. Holdings: 1-5 (1977-1979) 8 (1981)

14. Holdings: 4N1-3 5 (1979) 5N2-6 (1980) N=number

6. Connection with preceding publications. A serial that appears

under a different title or different name or corporate author

,but continues the numbering of the predecessor is considered

to "continue" that publication; if the numbering has not been

continued, however, it "supersedes" it.

Continues Dept. of Health, Education; and

Welfare./Education statistics. (HE20.3016:yr.)

a. For a publication which is going to be issued only in

microfiche, after having been issued only in paper, use

the following linking note.

1974-1980 issued in paper copy only.

7. General notes.

A. Frequency notes--used when there are frequency changes

over periods of time.

Monthly, 1968-1974; quarterly; 1975-

b. Title varies notes--used for minor title changes, or

changes of short duration where a continues note and the

creation of a separate catalog record are not necessary.'

Title varies: 1971-1972; Trees in the northeast;

19731975i Trees of the northeast region.

c. Distinctive. title note--used for a serial which has a

general series title, nut each volume in the series has

its own specific tide;

Each vol. has also a distinctive title.

d. Looseleaf note--used with loosleaf serials which are

updated with looseleaf supplements.

Kept up to date with looseleaf supplements.
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e. Microfiche note--when some issues of a title are received

on microfiche, the title should be cataloged according to

the paper copy and the following note for microfiche

added.

Some issues received on microfiche.

1. See also sec. 10, Processing microfiche and sec.

12, Cataloging microfiche.

f. ContentsnoteSee Sec.2.III.G.d.3.pg.97-18.

8. Connection with later publications--used for all publications

which are continued or superseded by another vubliCation;

This note, when needed, should always appear last.

Continued by Department of Education;/Education

.statistics. (ED1.112:yr.)

a. When the new record is for microfiche format and earlier

issues included in the record being closed out were

issued only in paper, use the following linking note.

1980- issued only in.mic"rofiche.

H. Added Titles (fields 80-89)

1. Follow instructions on Sec.2.III.H.pg.18.

2. Titles identified in a "title varies" note must be entered in

the Added Titles area.



95 Documents Number

C13.22:

01 Main Entry

National Bureau of Standards.

o4 Title

Journal of research of the National Bureau
of Standards (1977- ).

OS Added Title Data

v. 82= Jul/Aug 1977=

06 Imprint (if other than GPO)

a9 Collation
v. bimonthly., _

13-29 Notes

FOR HOLDINGS SEE CENTRAL SERIAL RECORD
15. CataIgged to: PHYS 801

QC
17. 1

18. U521
19. Per
20. Supersedes National Bureau of 6tandardsW

Journal of research; A, physics and
chcrstivbr7-4--G43-raa/see
80=89 Added Titles

90=92 SerieS,

S
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95 DoLumehts Number

;FEM1.1:yr.

01 Main Entry

Federal:Emergency Management Agency.

04 Title

A report to the President on comprehensive
emergency management.

05 Added Title Data

(180 1979

06 Imprint !if other than GPO)

09 Collation
annual.

13-29 Notes

13. Sa_
14. Title varies: 1979, Comprehensive

emergency management.

M=89 Added Titles

80. Comprehensive emergency management.

90=92. Series

0.1111MIn....
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95 DoLuments Nucber

;E1.12/2:yr.

01 .Main Entry

Department ofEnel'gy=

011 Title

BrOOkhaVen National Laboratory telephone

directory.

OS Added Title Data

06 liiiprint (if other than GPO)

. 09 Collation
v. annual.

11=29 Notts

$a
ik LATEST VOL. IN DOCUMENTS-REFERENCE

15. Holdings: current year only

D0=89 Added Titles'

90--.92 Series 32



95. Documents Number

;A9510/2:mOs;

01 Main Entry,

Economic Research Service.

04 Title

Agricultural outlook.

05 Added Data

1- 11--Jun 1975-Apr 1978.

06 Imprint (if lther than GPO)

09 Collation
31 nos. monthly.

13-29 Votes

14. Holdings: 1-2(Jun-Jul 1975)_4=31.,
(Sep 1975-Apr 1978)

15. Supersedes Economic Research Service./
Agricultural outlook digest. (A95.10:nos.

16. Cataloged to: HD
17. 1751
18. A62
19.

20. Continued by Economics; Statistics and
Cooperatives Service./ Agricultural
outlook. (A105;27:nos.)

90-92 Series
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.VI; mnitinpdia Material

A; Paper and microfiche;

1. Author main entry through imprint (fields 01-08) are cataloged

the same as a regular monograph; (Se&Se6.2;III. Monographic

Cataloging pg. 14 -18)

2; Collation (field 09);

a. Pagination is followed by the number of fiche and

placement in the book;

25p. + 5 fiche in pocket.

C; Fiche shnII be removed from the item and placed in the Documents

Microfichf.

1; The location of the fiche is added as a note en the cataloging

record.

Microfiche located in Documents Microfiche area.

D. Type a reference card and place it in the pocket to alert the user

of the location of the microfiche. (See example below).

LCl.2 :W93

5 fiChe

MICROFICHE LOCATED IN DOCUMENTS MICROFICHE AREA
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VII-. Microfiche Cataloging

A. Location. (field 94)

1. "Microfiche" is already preprinted in this field on the

catalog worksheet.

B. SuDocs Classification Number. (field 95)

1. SuDocs classification number is located at the top left hand

corner of each sheet of,fiche. (for example see DI below).

2. For entry of class. no. onto the worksheet, see Sec. 2.

III.A.2-4.pg.14.

C. Main Entry. (field 01) See Sec.III.B.pg.14-15.

D. Title Entry. (field 04)

1. Transcribe the title exactly as it appears on the fiche header

up to the first 3 period break.

.

Sudocs7-- 42:W 72

class no;

WIND -- CEILING -- VISIBILITY DATA AT SELECTED AIRPORTS,
VOLUME IoNEW ENGLAND REGION.%. PLANS DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION,FEDERAL.AVIATION ADMINISTRATIONAEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION... NOVEMBER 1980 ..

no. of
2 OF _7

24X ; fiche
SUPT

OPO
OOCS

.

p ublicatio:.
date

a. Spell out any abbreviations which are present for no

other purpose than to shorten the title in order to Make

it more manageable on the fiche header.

syst. = system

dist. = district

b. Abbreviations for U.S. or Dept. when they actually appear

in the title as abbreviations are not spelled out.

E. Added Title. Data. (field 05)

1. Used only if the title in the 04 field is exceptionally long

(over 5 lines) and can be broken logically at a : or ; or , .

2. When cataloging Committee hearings, reports or prints, include

the information after the first 3 period break.

3. For the entry of serial bibliographic information see

Sec.2.V.D, pg. 21.

4. For added information concerning added title data see

Sec.2.III.D, pg. 15-16.
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F. Imprint Date. (fie140.08)

1. Enter date of publication which is the year listed at the end

of the entry on the fiche header. (see example in D.1 above).

G. Collation. (field 09)

1. Enter thi number of fiche in each packet. The total number of

fiche is listed in the upper right hand corner of each sheet

of fiche. (see D.1 above).

2. For multiple volume sets or serials, the entry should appear

as follows:

a; 3v; in 20 fiche.

b. v. in fiche.

H. Notes. (fields 13-29)

1. Notes for monographs--see Sec.2.III.G.1-3, pg. 17.

2. Notes for Committee hearings--see Sec.2.IV.G.1-2, pg. 20.

3. Notes for serials--see Sec.2.V.G.1-8, pg. 22-24.

I. Added Authors. (field 70-79)

1. Includes agencies whose importance or popularity requires an

entry in the public catalog. Such agencies would also need to

be present in the catalog record before being entered in a 70

field.

J. Added Titles. (field 80-89)

1.. Follow instructions for Sec.2.III.H.1-4, pg. 1 .



94 Location

Microfiche

95 Documents Number.

03 Title Main Entry

05 Added Title Data

Micro-
fiche
TD4.2: Federal Aviation Administration.
W72 Wind--ceiling--visability data at

selected airports, volume Is New
England region. 1S80.

7 fiche.

SHELF.LIST

I. Title.

01826811Z 4
R

;TD4.2: W72

08 Date of Publication

09 Collation

Micro-
fiChe
TD4.2:
W72

Federal Aviation Administration:
Wind7-celling=visability data at

selected airports, volume Is Nre*
England- region. 1080.

7 fiCheS

13 -29 Notes

Wind-ceiling=visability_data at_
Mitia-- Selected airports* volume ls New
fiehe England region_
TD4.2: Federal Aviatien AdMinistration.
W72 Wind--ceiling--Visability data at

selected airportsf voluiie Is New
England region. ISM

7 TiCheS

0182680=Z

I. Title._

-80=$9 Added Titles

;TD4.2: W72

W72
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VIII. Map Cataloging

A. Introduction.

1. In July, 1982, the dedision was made to transfer most maps to

the Morrill Library Map Room. It was believed that the maps

would be better housed there as well as making all maps

available to students in one location.

2. Exceptions to this transfer included such categories as

following:

a. Maps associated with a publication or study housed in the

Documents collection.

b. Park Service promotional pamphlets of national parks and

monuments.

c. CIA maps of foreign countries.

d. Census maps.

3. In accordance with this transfer, it was decided that the

t e

following procedures for cataloging and processing of maps

(See Sec. 10; pgs. 72-73, Processing maps) should be developed

to ensure that expedtent and consistent processing and

accounting-of-each map-wouId-be-gtaratteed-befo:re-lt-waa-

separated from the Documents area.

B. SuDocs Classification Number. (field 95);

1; SuDocs classification number is loCated at the top left hand

corner of each map.

C. Agency Main Entry: (field 01)

1. Use, agency indicated in the agency portion of. SuDocs

class. no.

D. Title entry. (field 04)

1. Transcribe the title (area covered by the map, usually

identified by the boldest print bathe map) exactly as it

appears on the map.

a; Included the state_if_i_taavaiIabIe; even though it may

not appear as part of the bold print of the title.

E. Added title entry; (field 05) .

1. Includes such items as meridian identifiers, ranger districts,

important and/or distinctive subtitles;
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F. Date of publication. (field 08)

1. Latest date present on the map.

G. Collation. (field 09)

1. Number of maps in a set.

I map.

36 maps.

2; If printed text accompanies the map it should be included.

pamphlet. map. (if text is less than,: 10 pages).

26p. map.

3. Scale is not included in the collation.

H. Notes. (fields 13-29)

1. Location note.

Located in MORRILL LIBRARY MAP ROOM

2. Series note.

a. If a map is part of a series for which only some parts

have been received, the following note is added.

Holdings on shelfliSt card only.

1. The parts received are penciled in'at the top of

3. Revised

the catalog card.

edition notes:

Revised maps issued periodically.

Current map only retained;

I. Added title. (field 80=89)

1. Used only if a subtitle of the main title is important enough
-

to warrant an added title. This includes Massachusetts

material; local area maps; two or more major areas covered in

one map, etc.
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SECTION 3

FILING RULES

I. Introduction

In general; filing rules for the. Documents card catalog will follow

strict alphabetical and/or numerical arrangement wherever possible.

However, due to-the unique nature of and changes to the SuDocs

classificaton system, as well as the simplified cataloging of UMass

Documents materials, some exceptions have become unavoidable and

necessary.

to II ys tett

The SuDocs class number has two main divisions: 1) the class stem, which-

consistS of an alpha-numeric combination before the colon, 2) the book

number which consists of'a numeric or alpha-numeric sequence after the

colon.

The class stem can be further broken down into two parts: a) the author

or agency symbol,

Example:

b) the

Symbol

series designation.

a agency Parent agency

Hierarchy

L Dopt of Labor

1. Class stem 2 symbol Sub agency Bureau of Labor

Statistics

.3 b)series Series or generic Bulletin (series)

design; type

2. book number-E :1902 IndiVidual publ. Bulletin 1902

Government publications are classed according to Provenance, or issuing

agency, and not according to subject as is the case in Library of

Congress classification.

The series designation that follows the agency symbol is preceded by

period and designates a specific seriesi periodical, continuation or

generic type. Numbers .1-.8 are reserved for the following types of

publications:

.1 Annual (CY or FY) reports

4n





;2 General publications

.3 Bulletins

;4 Circulars

Lat4S (administered by the agency)

;6 Regulations; rules; and instructions

.7 Press releases

:E Handbooks, manualS; guides

Genet-it types include addresses (speeches); bibliographies; maps, and

posters and are not assigned a-Spetific number.

NeW Series closely related to already existing series are designated by

the use of a slash follot4ing the number assigned to the existing series
. . _

followed by a digit for each related series beginning with 2.

A89.4 Fatter CoOperatiVe Service circulars

A89:4/2. Farmer Cooperative Service educational circulars

This devise is al.§6 used for superseded periodicals.

C1.58

C1.58/2

Commerce today

COmmerde America

Monographs are classed in much the same way except these unnumbered

publications Are given a book number based upon the keyword in the title

using the 2-figure Cutter table. Revisions of unnumbered publications are

identified by addition of the slash and the las;: three digits of the year

of revision. Also, a single or double digit number following the Cutter

letter serves to further distinguish the individuality of the work.

Example:

Symbol_

Explanation of the Superinten3ent

Classification

GP3.2:C58/6/973

of Documents

system

Provenance or-- H -ier- arc

GP Parent agency Gnvernment Printing Office

class

stem

3 Sub agenCy Asst. Gov. Printer, Supt.

of Docs.

.2 series or generic type General publication series

:C58

book /6

[

Individual publication

Closely related rubl.

Alpha-numeric Cutter number

Sixth ed. or separate publ.

number /973 Edition Revised edition in 1973
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III; Shelfl_isles

A. Author/agency symbols are filed in strict alpha-numeric order.

A1.103:

A13.3:

C3.209:

C3.209/2:

B. Numbers alone in the "book number position following the colon are

flied before alpha- numeric cutter groups.

CA1.13:209

CA1.13:Ser.-yr.-no. (Ser. = any series which

uses letters, AFR,,OLMN,

etc., or numbers).

GA1.13:A15/5

GA1.13:Ac2/13/970-71

C. Alpha-numeric cutter groups after the colon are filed before

number-Ietter-number cutter groups.

Y3.T22:1/980

Y3.T22:Ac32

Y3.T22:M4/980

Y3.T22:2T22/4

Y3.T22:11C45

D. Later editions of a document, represented by the year of issuance

in the form of three digits at the end of the class. no., are filed

chronologically behind the first edition.

NF2.8:Ar2

NF2.8:Ar2/976

NF2.8:Ar2/978

NF2.8:Ar2/2

NF2.8:Ar2/2/971

E. Exceptions to basic rules.

I. Hearings and Prints.

a. Congressional series using numbers only after the colon
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will follow any alpha-numeric cutter combinations.

Y4.1n8/14:C65 Y4.W36:T19/4

Y4.1n8/14:C65/,73 Y4.W36:W26

Y4.1n8/14:S43 Y4.W36:WMCP95-3

Y4.1n8/14:92-4 Y4.W36:WMCP97-46

Y4.1n8/14:95-3 Y4.W36:96=12

1. The 92, 94, etc. identifies the Congress, while the

number after the dash is a numerical identifier for

a particular hearing.

b. Congressional series using numbersand letters, i.e.

95-A, 97-H9, after the colon follow the alpha- numeric
--

cutters and Congressional series using numbers only for

each Congress.

Y4.Sci2A42 Y4.P96/10:R55

Y4.Sci2:C87 Y4.P96/I0:95-46

Y4.Sci2295-1 Y4.P96/10:96-108

Y4.Sci2:95-A Y4.P96/I0:96-H3

Y4.Sci2:96-23

Y4.Sci2:96-88

c. House Judiciary Committee Congressional series hearings

and prints for the 97th Congress are identified as

J-97-I, etc. They are filed as if there were no J-

present in the class no.

1. They do not file with those hearings which have :a J

cutter (J43, J62/5, etc.) but after the numbered

series of the 96th Congress.

Y4.J89/1:J62/5

Y4.J89/1:J97/3 Alpha-numeric cutters

Y.J89/1:T45

Y4.J89/1:96-101 Congressional series numbers

Y4.J89/1:J-97-1

d. Sena hearings and prints from the 98th Congress onward

are identified as "S.hrg" for hearings and "S.prt." for

prints. These abbreviations are followed by the number

of the Congress and a unique series number. (SJIrg98-1;

S.Ort.981).

43
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1. Such hearings and prints are filed after the

Congressional series of the 97th COngress or at the

end of the alphanumeric cutters if there is no

series.

2. File as if the S.hrg. or S.prt. were not present.

However; when interfiling them within the particular

series order, the hearings, S.hrg., file before the

prints; S.prt.

Y4.F49:S84

Y4.F49:596/3

Y4.F49:T24/980

Y4.F49:96-83

Y4.F49:97-114
_.-

Y4.F49 :S.hrg.98 -7

Y4.F49:S.hig.9833

Y41.F49:S.prt.9879

e. CongressionalInfOrmation Service-(CIS) Index

identification numbers are used on hearings that must be

cataloged originally in the. Documents Office. The CIS

identificatdon-number is assigned to a hearing or print

which has been indexed in the _CIS-fimiex. The year of the

index in which the hearing or print appears is also

included in the original classificaton number.

YA.Ar5/2:H402-5)975/CIS 1 :CIS Index I.D. no;
,

Y4.G74/9:S321-1/9761CIS, Year of CIS Index

f. Original classification numbers follow all alpha-numeric

cutters and numeric series combinations.

Y4.In8:B6

Y4.In8:93-2

Y4.1n8:95-CCC

Y4.1n8:H402-5/975/CIS

44
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IV. AUtho-v-t-itle-tataluing-ruIas

A. General rules.

1. Cards are filed alphabetically line by line, disregarding

punctuation and kind of entry. Agency or committee names,

titles and phrases beginning with the same word or words are

'filed in one sequence.

Dept. of Agriculture.

Dept. of Agriculture Library.

Dept. of Agriculture. Office of InformatiOn.

2; Filing is word by word; rather than letter by letter.

a. Within each filing entry, nothing (blank space) comes

before something. Thus; New (blank) Orleans comes before

Newark.

New. Orleans

New York

Newark

3. When two or more cards have an identical top line, filing or-

der is. then determined by the second or third line dePending

on the type of entry. All typed lines above the author line

on a card are to be counted as one line.

a. If he'top lines are identical author entries, file

the second line, or title entry:

Bureau of Labor Statistics;

Annual, report.

Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Bulletin.

Bureau of Labor Statistics;

Current. wage developments.

Congress. Senate.

Reports;

Congress. Senate. .Committee on Foreign Affairs.
.

Hearings on imports and tariffs:
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b; If the top lines are identical title added entries, file

.by the second (author) line.

Report nn cost overruns..

'Administrative Conference of the U.S.

Report on cost overruns.

Administrative Office of the United States

. Report on cost overruns.

.Dept; of Defense;

oust:

c. If the title and agency entries are identical, file

chronologically from earliest to latest by year of

publication.

B; Exceptions and Special categories.

1. Articles.

a. A, An The and their foreign equivalents are disregarded

as the first word of a title; Articles after the first

word of a title or a corporate entry are treated like any

other word;

La escuela del Latino Americana

An evaluation of solar energy

b. Articles used as part of a corporate or place name are

filed as integral parts of the name.

El Diablo

Elm trees

El Paso

2; Abbrevietions

a. Abbreviations as parts of corpor-e names, titles or

proper names are filed as though spelled out in full;

Adm. - Administration (As of Feb: 1980, abbrevi-

'Dept. - Department ations are no longer used

Comm; -.Committee : in the main entry.

3. Initials

a. Every series of initials is filed as though it spelled

word, regardless of whether or not the initials are
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separated by spaces or periods or unspaced.

Tdbular

TV guide

. Exception: (in capitals) is filed as if spelled out

United States whether with or without periods:

U.S.A. (in capitals) is filed as if it is spelled as one

word whether with or without periods.

4. Numerals

a; Arrange numeraIsor years in the titles of documents;

which are not part of any series, as if they were spelled

out

24 ways to beat inflation.

Twin cities urbandevelopment plan

2 reports on national security

1974 report on families

1971 survey of federal prisons..

b. Numerals following headings that are otherwise identical

are to be filed numerically.

The American nation: a history, v;2

The Atherican nation: a history, v.3

5; Dates
. _

a. Dates in a series are filed in

earliest dates first.

chronological order with

Census, 1st, 1790

Census, 2d, 1800

Census of manufactures

b; Dates within titles or following titles that are

otherwise identical are to be filed chronologically.

8urvey of industry; 1878

Survey of industry, 1899

SUrvey of industry in Europe

Survey of industry thru 1976

Surveyof industry until 1974
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6. Subtitles

a. Subtitles are filed continuously with the title; the two

are treated as one unit, not two.

The Commonwealth. (book title)

The Commonwealth; a recent report.(book title)

The Commonwealth and restoration. (book title)

7. Periodicals

a. Periodical titles may be identified by the notes FOR

HOLDINGS SEE DOCUMENTS SERIAL RECORD or FOR HOLDINGS SEE

CENTRAL SERIALS RECORD which appear on the catalog card.

b. A periodical title is filed before a book title which has

-identical wording.

c. In filing a periodical title, a subtitle, if present, is

ignored. However, if two periodicals have identical

titles; subtitles are used to distinguish between them:

If two periodicals have identical titles and both have no

subtitle the cards are arranged by issuing agency.

The Commonwealth. (Dept. of Trans.) (periodical title)

The Commonwealth. (Library of Congress) (periodical title)

The Commonwealth; a monthly magazine (periodical title)

The Commonwealth. (book title)

8. Editions

a. If the author and title on two cards are identical, file

the earliest edition first; using as a guide the imprint

or publishing date.

b. If there is more than one card for the same edition check

the lower left corner of the card to see if it is a

replacement card (see example, pg. 9). If it is not a

replacement card there may be a problem in which case the

conflicting cards should be paperclipped together so the

reviser will know they must be pulled for correction:

9. Location

A. If a card has "Microfiche" in the call no., it is filed

behind a card with identical information, representing a

paper copy edition.

48
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SECTION 4

CARD CORRECTION PROCEDURES

I. General Information

A. At the time of the correction, the card going through for

keypunching will be marked with the,correOt replacement card code'

at the bottom of the left-hand corner of the card. by the person

making the correction.

1. If the computer card to be corrected is blank in the

r-placeMent code space, the code used will simply be "R".

Subsequent corrections of the card will carry the codes "R2",

"R3"; etc;

B. Always make changes onthe'shelflist card

If the shelflist card is missing; wait up to six weeks for it

to reappear. If a change must be made sooneri or if the

shelflist never shows up; place a temporary card in the

shelflist and make corrections on another card from the set.

C. If the new cards which will be produced will not file in the same

places in the public catalog as the existing set of cards (e.g.

change in matn entry or title) it is the responsibility of the

person initiating the card correction to have either those cards

which will not automatically be replaced or the entire set of old

cards pulled and discar:ded.

D. Extensive changes

1.; It -is always preferable to change an existing computer record

than to delete it and create a new record: If at all

possible, changes should be written on the shelf list card,

even if it becomes necessary to use the back of the card.

2; If it becomes too confusing to make changes on the dard

itself, use a cataloging worksheet and attach the card=to be

corrected to it. Be sure to write the ID number appearing on

the old card on the worksheet.

a; Fill in only the fields you wish to change, and cross out

the corresponding fields on the computer catalog cards.

3; In the Notes Area, and other areas where there' are multiple

fields, it is often important to have information appear in 'a

particular: order on the card. , In these cases, whether using

49
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the card, a worksheet, or a combination of the two, number the

elements sequentially, as you wish them to appear (e.g. 13,,

14, 15, etc. in the notes area) regardless of the order in

which they appear on the old card set.

E. If the main entry has a abbreviation in it such as Dept. or Adm.,

modify the abbreViation to a full spelling of the word. An

explanation of the modify procedure is on the next page, Sec.

Food and Drug Adtli Dept. of Education

M101 m.:ministration.: M101 't.:artment:

F. If "GPO," appears in the imprint (06) field, it should be removed

by changingchanging the imprint field as exemplified below.

C1Q6 > <

II. Correcting_CaraTogAlecords on CoMputer Catalog Cards

Call
number--- 76 3 =

7;la

A. Make a colored temporary card to file in the shelf list which

includes.the following information.

1. Call no;

2. Brief author and-title.

3. Volume or part information (if necessary).

4. ID number and replacement code in lower left hand corner.

5. Date and initials of person making the change in the'lower

right hand corner.

ecnt.44,4./rvuek

co,wyyt41-41-4:0-K..

-r-

----Issuing agE

----Short tItlE

L-numher--7

Replacement:
:ode

50

--Date and
catalogers
initials
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B. To make a change in any field, mark "Cl" and the field number to be

changed followed by the revised information.

Example: Change to call no. (field 95)

PREX42.19/6:908

C195 PrEx42.19/6:980

change to main entry (field 01)

Census Burean.,

C101 Bureau of the Census.

C. If only a small change needs to be made to a field, it is possible

to "modify" the one small section rather than having to redo the

entire field. Use the modify code "Ml" and the field number

followed by the information in the following format:

Error:Correction:

Example: modify main entry (field 01)

National Statsitics Service.

M101 si:is:

1. When modifying a field it is important to record information

exactly as it appears in the sequence; this includes spaces,

which are indicated by the symbol, "^ "..

5/(l890) :5-(1980):

2. Instructions for proper formatting of the modify sequence.

a. Locate the unique alphabetic or numeric sequence around

the error to be corrected.

b. Write out' that sequence and follow it with a colon. -

c. Write outthe correct alphabetic or numeric sequence.

d. Close the corrected segment of letters or numbers with

another colon.

ExampIe: E1.1.13:13/13/980 error in call no. (field

95); the third 3 should .

be a 5.

3 is not uniqUe

13 is not unique'

13/ is not unique

however,

/13 is a unique group

M195 /13:115:

51
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3. In cases where a : (colon) is actually part of the field

information to be changed, another symbol must replace the:

used to signal the computer that a modifiCation to a field is

needed; This symbol is" #.

:#ERROR#CORRECTION#

For instance, in the call no. A13.13:A13, A13

following the colon needs to be modified to A15;

Because A13 already appears in the call no. the colon .

must be used to make the second A13 a unique

character group. The proper modification -would appear

as follows

:#:A13#:A151'

4. Multiple modify codes for a field can be used. The same

formatting of field information as above is used Each modify

code for a field is numbered consecutively (e.g. M101 M201

M301 etc.)

D. Any field can be deleted from the record simply by using the delete

code letter "D" followed by-the number I and the field number;

Also, draw a line through the field being deleted.

Example: The note "Holdings on sheIfIist card only"

(field 14) is to be deleted because the

cataloger has received information that the

set is complete and we haVe all the volumes.

D114 11014.iaiksar.--slagazdcuraY-=

E. A field can also be added if it does not already exist by using the

code letter "A" followed by. the number 1 and the field number.

ExaMple:.A new edition has arrived for which we

already have cataloging on an earlier issue.

A decision is made to make the item "current

edition only". Thus, notes must be added to

the existing record to reflect this.

A114. Revised editions issued periodically.

A115 Current edition only retained;
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1. A field may be inserted at any place in a group simply by

adding the field, using the field number desired.

ExamiiIe: Fields 14, 15, 16 already exist and you need to

insert a field 14. Simply A114 (plus field

information);

a. If more than one field is being inserted, follow the

above procedure. The computer will bump the already

existing fields down into the next fielcL
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SECTION 5

MULTIVOLUME SETS - CATALOGING AND PROCESSING

I Processing-multivoiume_sets

A. Multivolume sets are identified by a volume or part number at the

end of the SuDocs classification number.

HH1.20: D12.2:

C73/v.1 Au7/978/pt.3

B. When documents are received which have vol. or pt. numbers in the

call no., the cataloger must check the sheIfIist to determine if

the item has already been cataloged.

= 1. If the document is cataloged, add the new volume to the

holdings which should already be recorded at the, top of the

card in pencil.

2. If there is a note at the top of the card stating: "Set

complete in vois., and the newly received item is the

piece that completes the set, pull the shelflist and close out

the card.

a; Delete holdings note if we have the complete seti and

erase penciled holdings;

b. Complete imprint and collation information; if not

already done.

c. Update contents note, if necessary;

(See Sec. 4; pg. 44-48i Card Catalog correction procedures

for proper formatting and examples.)

C. If there is not "Set is complete in vols. note at the top of

the catalog card Or if the item is not yet been catalogedi the

cataloger should proceed with the folloWing steps.

1. Chedk title page, verso, introduction and preface to determine

how many volumes or parts there will be to the complete set;

2. If no information is given in the item itself,, check OCLC to

see if the item has been cataloged elsewhere with holdings

information.

3; If nothing can be found on OCLC; proceed to cataloging the new

item, but do not include the note about set completion at the

top of the card.
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II. Cataloging multivolume_sets
(See cataloging worksheet example, pg. 52)
(See, if necessary, standard cataloging rules, Sec. 2, III, pg. 14-18)

A; Call no (field 95)

1. Use "vols." and "pts." in the SuDocs classification number,

but do not include actual volume or part numbers.

HH1.20:C73/vols. D12.2:Au7/978/ptS.

B. Main entry, title, added title data use standard procedures

Sec. 2, III, BD, pg. 14-16.

C. Imprint (field 06)

1. Inclusive dates are recorded, if available.

1977=1980.

2. If the set is not complete, and inclusive dates are not known,

leave the completion date open. This is indicated by four

spaces and a period after the dash.

1980

D. Collation (field .09)

1. Record number of vols. or pts. in a complate set, when known.

4v. 15 pts.

2. Leave volume or part designation open if the number of the

complete set is not known.

v. pts.

E. Notes (field 13-29)

1. If the set is not complete, or our collection does not include

all items yet, use the following holdings note:

Holdings on shelflist card only

2. If each volume or part has a distinctive title use a contents

note to record the titles.

a. Do not use contents notes if titles include:

dates only

letters of the alphabet only

extremely long titles

large number of volumes which would necessitate a

great deal of future revising or take up a lot of

space.

b. For contents note format see Sec; 2, III, G3, pg. 17.
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F. Added titles (field 80-89)

I. Do not include contents note titles in the added titles area.

G. Temporary Shelflist

1. After cataloging is complete a temporary shelflist must be

made and filed immediately into-the shelflist catalog.

a. Information on the shelflist includes:

1. call no.

2. short title

3. holdings information at the top

4. note on how many.vols. complete the set, if known.

5. date of cataloging and cataloger's initials.
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95 Documens Number

Example of cataloging
worksheet for a multivolume set,

;J26.27:J98/vol8. SuDocs class. no;
with "vols." for multivolume set.

01 Main Entry

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

4 Title

A national assessment of serious juvenile
crime and the juvenile justice system:

05 Added Title Data

the need for a rational response.

06 Imprint (if other then GPO)
1980.

C;711ation

--Standard Main entry, Title,
Added title data

Imprint - inclusive dates known

--- Number of vols. in complete set

11=29 Notes

14; Holdings on shelfIist card only --- Holdings note

15. Contents: v. Summary--v. 2. Definition,
characteristics of incidents and individuals,

,--Incomplete contents note.
(If necessary)

and rdlationship to substance abuse.--

8D=89.Addfid Titles

90=92 Series
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SECTION 6

NEW EDITIONS PROCESSING

I. General Information

A. Editions in the Documents Collection constitute not only those

publications which actually state they are later editions of a

previous work or are radically revised and updated, ,but alto those

publications which have been only slightly revised or are simply

reprints.

B; New editions are identified by the year of publication which is

added to the end of the call number:

ED1.1.13 :D73 (first edition)

ED1.113:D73/980 (later edition)

While titles of new editions may vary slightly from earlier

editions, in most cases they will be the same.

II. Processing New Editions

A. Any item which has .a year in the call number; and for which there

is no Rardex, should be placed in the problems box.

B. Items in the problems b X with years at the end of the can number

must be checked against the shelflist catalog to verify if earlier

editions have already been cataloged4:

C. If earlier editions have been cataloged; check for a "Current Issue

only retained" note.

Revised-editions 'issued periodically;

Current issue only retained.

1. If such a note.is present, place a yellow shelving instruction

sheet in the item, check off no. 1, CURRENT VOLUME ONLY

RETAINED, and send the item to the stacks;

a- The shelves should retrieve the earlier edition(S),-as

well as any transmittals; changes; .etc; which may

accompany the earlier editions, from the stacks and give

it to the Tech. Proc. supervisor along with the yellow

instruction sheet so the earlier editions can be

discarded.

D. If an earlier edition has been cataloged, but no "Current edition

only retained" note is present, pull the shelflist card(s) for all

previous editions.
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E; Retrieve all earlier editions from the stacks;

F. When all available editions are collected, check content to decide

whether to retain or discard early editions.

1. Discard.

a. Material, including maps, which is basically the same as

earlier editions.

b. Later editions are cumulations of earlier editions.

t. Editions or revisions which supersede information of

earlier editions;

2. Retain.

a. Information in each edition is substantially different.
-

b. Earlier, editions have statistics useful for: comparative

purposes.

,c; Earlier editions have historical or subjective value to

the collections. Consult with Head of Docutents.

,d; CIA maps;

G. If a decision is made to retain earlier editions, pencil in at the

top of the shelflist card for the earliest editions; "Retain later

editions".

I. Refile all sheiflist cards -- catalog the latest item as a

separate monograph.

H; If a decision is made to keep only the current edition; follow

instructions listed below.

1. Mark all shelflist cards except the card for the latest

cataloged edition for :Tull and Discard".

2. Circle the I.D. number and write "Delete" above it; for those

records to be pulled and discarded.

3. Place the cards for Pull and Discard in the Pull and Discard

box on the shelflist catalog.

4. Recatalog the retaining shelflist card. .

(See instructions for Card catalog correction, Sec.

44-48)

a; Modify the call no; (95 field) by changing the numerical

year, which will appear at the end of the call no., to

pg-
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the literal abbreviation; "yr. "; or by adding "yr." if no

years are present,

ED1.113:b73/980 .' (numerical year)

ED1.113:D73 /yr. (abbedViated year)

b. If GPO is in theImprint Area (field 06); use the change

code (C106) with the symbol ).< to have it taken out

1. If another publisher is present followed by a comma,

modify the comma to a period.

2. If an imprint date is present; delete it from the

record by crossing it out and writing "D108" beneath

the crossed out date;

(See instructions far Card Correction procedures;

Sec. 4, pgs; 44-48).

c: Change pagination to include One of the fallaWing:

lv.--for a paged monograph.

lv. (looseleaf)--for a lbaSeleaf edition.

pamphlet--for.a flimsy item with no pagination.

map--for any type of map material.

d. Add the following notes in the 14. and 15 fields;

14; Revised editions issued periodically.

15. Current edition only retained.

e. If transmittals; changes;'-.amendments; ett, are to be

issued to update the edition also include a note 16.

16; Kept up to date with looseleaf (transmittals,

thanges,'amendments; etc.).

f. Complete recataIoging by putting in replacement code in

lower left hand corner and date and initials in lower

.right hand corner;

g. Make a tempotary shelfligt card fat the item and file it

in the shelflist catalog.

I. If the item has not been cataloged, and it IS Stated in the item

that revisions will be produced; and a decision is made not to

retain later editions, catalog,as a new item falloWing instructins-

H; 4a7d above.

1. If a decision is madg to keep later editions, see G above:
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J. If the. new item indicates it will be reissued on a regular basis ,

(i.e. monthly, annually, bienniall y, etc. ), catalog as a serial

(see Sec. 2,V, Cataloging serials,. pg. 21-28).

1. The above rule applies also to an item which has been

previously cataloged as a separate edition. Use the latest

edition shelflist card to recatalog as a serial; (see Sec;

Catalog card correction, pg. 44-48, if necessary). All

earlier shelflist edition cards must be pulled, discarded, and-

deleted (see Gi 1-3 above).

K. If the item has not been previously cataloged and there is no

indication that future revisions or editions will be issued,

catalog as a monograph.
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SECTION 7

PROCESSING SERIALS

I. General Information

A. All serials should be processed through the Documents Serial Record.

IndiVidual issues of titles are checked into the Serial Record on

separate kardexes. The forMatof the kardex will vary depending on

the method of.numbering individual issues of the serials.

B. Serials will usually have no cutter letter after the colon. Only a.

number or year or a combination of letters and numbers. representing

a series will appear after the colon.

A105.28:5

EP1.28:D0E/20015

ED1.113:980

II. Processing Cataloged Seri -a1a

A. If the call number and title match the appropriate kardex in the

file, the number after the colon is entered on the kardex.

1. A check mark is penciled on the upper right hand corner of the

cover, verifying that the issue has been checked in.

2. The checker adds it to the statistics for Processed items.

a. Each physical piece is counted as a separate item.

1. Do not count transmittals, changes, amendments, etc.

which are replacing other material.

b. Serials going to the Central Serials Record are

considered transfers on the statistics sheet.

The checker checks the bindery frequency note and bound

holding to see if the item is ready.for_binding.

a. If the item is ready to bind, put a binding notification

slip (see example pg. 60).into the piece and place the

piece in the "Retrieve for binding" box. The Bindery

person will pull the unbound issues from the shelves and

return them to the Documents Office to bc processed for

binding. (For binding procedures see Sec. 15..II.Serial

binding, pg; 91=92).

b. If there is no binding record the checker should put.the

issue in hand into the "Check for binding" box.

62



4; Processed Items thengo to the sorting Shelves for placement

in the Documents stacks (except for 3; above and appropriate

numbers below:);

5. If the item is already entered on the kardex, it goes into the

"duplicates" box;

A. When thi8 box is filled, a student assistant then takes

them to the stacks to determine if 'there actually is

another copy on the shelf. The student assistant should

also check the circulation file to see if the item'is

checked out.

1. If there 4s a copy already in the stacks, replace it

With the copy in hand, in case the more recent may

be a corrected copy, and discard the earlier 660Y.

6. If the serial hAS a yellow kardex which states:

FOR HOLDINGS SEE CENTRAL SERIALS RECORD

Put the item. in.the "Serials" box.

7. If the kardex states that the item is for DOC REF, place a DOC

REF sticker on the spine.

8. If the kardex states that "current year only" is retained, or

that the latest volume is in Doc REF, insert a_yellow shelving

instruction sheet with the proper category checked so the old

volumes will be retrieved. (see examplej pg.7).

9. If the kardex states, "Place in vertical file"; place the item

in the "Vertical File" box.

10.'If either the call number, the title, the numbering or

anything about the serial does not seem to match the kardex

properly, place the serial in the "Problems" box; If the

problem is not obvious it might help to attach a note stating

--what the problem is.

11. If there Is no kardeX for the call number of the item, place

it in the "Problems" box.

III; Processing_Serial MicrofIthe.

A; Serial microfiche are processed in the same manner as paper serials

With the following exceptions.

1. 'Always use a green pencil or pen to check in microfiche in

order to distinguish the microfiche from the paper copy

material.
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2. A check mark is made at the lower left hand corner of the

microfiche packet, verifying that the item has been checked in.

3. Checked in microfiche go to the microfiche cabinets for filing.

4. Some microfiche series (i.e. E1.28: ) are not checked in.

They go directly to the microfiche filing cabinet. A note in

the kardex will identify such series.

5. Microfiche without kardexes go into the "Problems box.

IV. Searching Serials in the Problems Box.

A. All items from the problems box are arranged in call number order.

Check the shelfIist catalog to see if cataloging records are

available for the item in hand.

1. If the item proves to be an edition problem instead of a

serial problem, see Sec. 6, Processing New Editions, pg. 53-56.

If a shelfiist card(s) is found, pull it, place it in the document

and set it aside for further processing.

D. If no sheIfIist is available, check the author/title catalog for

author and/or title cards.

I; If author or title cards are present, copy the call no.

lightly in pencil on the cover and return to the shelflist to

pull the card matching the conflicting call no. Place that

card in the item and set aside for further processing.

E. if no cards are found in the author title catalog, return to the

Documents Office for original cataloging.

V. ProcessingNiniaLs

A. Instructions for cataloging of new serials are available in Section

2.V.Serials Cataloging, pg. 21-28..

B. Check "Item Selection Printout" if the item number is known to make

sure it is something we keep.

C. Setting up a new kardex. (See example, pg. 6162).

1. Call number--upper and lower left hand corners.

2. Item number-7Upper left hand corner.

3. Docex--entered-only if the serial is received only through=

Docex.

4. Frequency- -enter only if known..
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5. Binding frequency--no. of issues to be bound; If not to be

bound; enter; "DO NOT BIND."

6. Bound holdings -- Entered prominently at top center of kardex

(this may vary dependingon the age of the kardex.)

7. Agency/title--begins 4 spaces after the end of the call

number; running along the bottom and working upward when more

than one line is necessary. Agency is typed first; followed

by a period-slash-space (./ ) and then the title.

8. Number or year on the issue in hand is entered in pencil in

the proper place on the kardex.

The new kardex is placed in the "Kardex to be filed" box.

Example:

Retrieve for
Binding
Form

---
RETRIEVE FOR RI:a.1:1;0

CALL '2,0.

TITLE:

Documents serial records
indicate this document is

ready for binding

Return ALL unbound issues
of'this publication to the

Bindery deSk in the
Documents Office:
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Frequency --

Issue nos.

Call no;

Author/title.

shelving
instruction
note

Current year--
only note

Regular kardex

i

...

HE20.8221:yr./no.

Item 729
bimonthly

_

HE20.8221:yr-- i____
connection.

National Institute on DrugAbuse./ The

Kardek for Current Year Only

iyacie85/14/yr.
, .

Item 420
instruction, sheet, cileck nu. ,-zull-F,11annual. . Insert shelvino

vol. only i..6tiiiii-.Ea7--

CUP! 0 " ' YEA P ) 1LYKEEl'

4-

___ _- . _. _____-_ _ _ _ , .

firewood.

A13.2:W85/14/Yr. Forest Service./ Improve yonr woodlot by .:atting



shelving - - --- --

instruction
note

\ /

\

Send to DOC --
REF note

.

hOldings
location
hoteL
LC otalicis
thither.

-62-

Kardex for Documents Reference

--ED1.113:yr,

Item 460 =A=.10
shelving instructions sheet; che-'.-ro. ,annual Insert

--Mtest vol. in Dtt,-1=-0-ttre-r--, ill -1.,±s7.7---------

I r
71.4E_ -

;.,

Send to DOC

IED1.113:yr.

REF
Education statistics.

National Center for-Education Statis_tios./ Digest of

Kardex for Central Serials Record

S1.4072:

Item 876-B

- - - - - - - - - FOR HOLDINGS SEE CENTRAL SERIALS RECORD

S1.40/2:

Cataloged to: .3X
1705
A255
Per

posts.
Department of'State. Key officers_offareign service
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VI. Closing_out a catalog record and kardex.

A. For basic information for correcting and updating information on a

catalog card, see Sec. 4, pg. 44-48, Card Correction Procedures.

B. For proper format and Style for separate catalog fields, see Sec,2;

V; pg, 21-28, Serials cataloging.

C. Whenever a shelflist card is removed from the shelflist catalog; a

temporary shelflist card Must be filed in its place.

D. A catalog record is closed out when:

a title ceases publication.

the title and numbering of the publication change.

the agency; and therefore, the class number change.

media changes from paper to microfiche,

E. When closing out a card, all information on the card should be

checked for correctness. However, the followingfieIds must be

changed or updated.

1. 05 field. Fill in all available bibliographic information.

2. 09 field. Fill in volume information, if available.

3..13 field. Eliminate the note, FOR HOLDINGS SEE dOCUMENT

SERIAL RECORD, by entering the symbol ><as a change.

(C113 >4;).

4. If holdings are incomplete, list what ys ava41.51e :sr' the

shelf in field 14.

Holdings: 1-3 (1975-1977) 5 (1979)

a. If issues of volumes are missing, include .,:hat issues the

library holds under the holdings note. Incomplete

volumes are identified by brackets.

Holdings: 4-(7)-(9) (1972-1977)

Incomplete viols: 7N1-4 6,9-12 (1975) 9N2-9 11-12 (1977)

b. If there are many gaps and listing the holdings would be

extremely.complicated, use the following note:

Holdings: scattered

5; If the title is being continued or superseded by another

title, insert a "continued by" or "superseded by" note as the

last note;

F. Remove the old kardex from the Documents Serial Record; type the

date and reason why the publication ceased at the top of the kardex

and file it in the dead file.
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Processing Title Changes

A. if the call number remains the same, and only the title changes,

"Title varies note is used on the catalog record. (See

Sec.2iV,G.7;bi pg. 23).

Take. the kardex with the old title out of the Documents Serial

Record and type the title varies note at the top of the kardex.

C.- White out the old title and type in the new title; Place the

updated kardex in the "Kardexes to be filed" box. (See eNample

following.)

HE20.3461:yr.

Item 497-C-5 Title_raries: 1979, Pharmacology toxicology program:
annual report

e

---old title

Pharmacology sciences program: annual report.tttuterieraLAed
---new title

D. Change the title on the item card if the item number is available;

VIIII. Title a-nti Numbering Change.

A. If the issu: numbering as well as.the.title changes, a new record

must be created, even though the SuDocs number remains the same.

B; Close out the old catalog record and kardex (see Sec;7,VI, pg; 63;

Closing Out a Cataleg Record and Kardex)i using a "superseded by"

note as thelinkingnote;

C. Create a new catalog record (Sec.2,V,pg. 21-28, Serials Cataloging)

and kardex (Sec.5; V;Cipg; 59-60; Setting Up a New Kardex),

D. Change the title on the item card if the item number: is available.

69
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IX. Agency Changes.

A. Close out the old catalog record and Kardex (See Sec.7

Closing Out a Catalog Record and Kardex).

1. Use a "Continued by" note as the linking note.

pg bs,

B. Create a new catalog record and kardex (see instructions for VIII,

C, above).

C. Change the SuDocs number on the item card if the item number is

available.

X. Cessations:

A. If a serial is known to have ceased publication; the record for

that serial must be closed.

1. If issues of a title have not been received for 5 years; it

can be assumed that the title has ceased publication.

2; Verify beforehand that there has been no SuDocs number, change;

- a. Check Androit, Monthly Catalog.

B. Pull the shelf list and place a temporary replacement shelf list in

the file.

1. Close out the catalog record according to VI, A-E above;

C. Close out the kardex, adding a note at the top of the kardex

stating that the publication is believed to have ceased.along with
-

the date of the decision. (See instruction IX,A, above).;

D. File the kardex in the "Dead File";
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SECTION 8

CONSOLIDATION OF HOLDINGS ON KARDEX CARDS

I. Use blank white cards for recording holdings; (For examples, see pg.

67-88);

II. When revisions are issued for individual numbers, use the following

notes.two lines down from the top_ of the card.

Revisions issued periodically.

Current revisions only retained.

Insert shelving instruction sheet, check no; I, current vol. only

retained.

III. Type the word HOLDINGS: two lines below the revision notes. If no

revision notes are necessary, type the HOLDINGS: line eight lines down

from the top of th. card to allow room for those notes if they become

necessary.

IV. Two lines-below HOLDINGS: type "Bound:" and record any bound, holdings

notated on the kardex. If issues are missing, type "lacks" and all

missing issues on the line below the bound holdings.

V. Two lines below the bound holdings, type "Unbound:" and record all

numbers up to the latest checkin card.

A. Gaps in unbound holdings are represented by two spaces between

numbers.

I. If supplements accompany some numbers, tvue "Supplements:" two lines

below the unbound holdings and record them as they are recorded on the

kardex.

A. Record Summaries, Added parts or volumes in the same manner. Be

especially careful not to confuse numbered revisions with added

parts or volumes.

VII. Do not record errata, transmittals, corrections; or changes; Kardexes

which note reception of these.items should be given to the Tech. Proc.

Supervisor.

VIII; Type clasSification number, author and title at the bottom of the card.

IX. Type "For earlier holdings see the card beneath-this one" on the latest

checkin card;

X. Discard old holdings cards after their contents have been transferred to

the new complete consolidated holdings card.

XI. See Tech. Proc. SuperviSor for any problems or exceptions.
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SECTION 9

PROCESSIN6 MICROFICHE

I. General Policy

A. A student assistant Checks in and files microficheWhahaver_z.

possible.

B. If a microfiche copy is received, and we already have a paper copy

edition; a decision must be made to retain or discard the paper

copy.

1. Specific Instructions are listed below in III.B. for

monographic microfiche and IV.G-D for.serial microfiche;

2. Items to be retained in both formats include the. following:

a. Census material

b. Y.aterial which is in great demand and/or which is likely

to turn up missing.

II. Initial Proces

A. All microfiche are first counted for statistical. purposes.

1. Count each package of microfiche as one title.

2. Count each fiche in the package separately;

3. Enter both figures in the Statistics Book..

B. Check microfiche titles against titles listed on the shipping lists.

1. If the fiche title matches a title on the shipping list; write

the number of fiche in the package on the right hand edge Of

the SUDocs class number line.

C.'When all packages for-the shipping list have been checked off, any

items:not received must be checked in the. Item Selections book-to

determine,if we should or should not be receiving these items.

1. If we have not selected to receive the item (an "N" will

appear next to the item no.), draw a vertical line.through the

item number to indicate that we do not"receive material with

that item number.

2. If we are supposed to receive the item (a "Y" will appear next

to the item number in the Item Selections- book), write "Y"

next to the item number on the shipping list so the Initial

Processor will know the document must be claimed from GPO.
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3. Give all completed shipping lists to the Technical Processing

Supervisor who will check them for special notes or possible

problems.

III; Sorting Microfiche

A. Microfiche are separated into serial and monographic groups when

received for-processing.

B. Monographic microfiche are placed in the "Fiche/Mono" box for

cataloging..

-0,Serial microfiche go to the kardex file for further processing:

1. For-71-nformation on distinguishing a serial from amonograph,

see Sec.3.II, StiDocs _Classification System; pg; 35-36;

IV.

A. New monographic microfiche are "cataloged in the same manner as

monographs issued in paper. (see Sec,2.III., Monographic

CataIoging pg. 14-18);

B. If it is discovered, when revising in the shelflist catalog, that a

set of cards exists for a paper edition, a decision must be:made

whether to retain or discard the paper edition.

I; Paper hearings are aluays retained over microfiche hearings.

2. Ii a decision is made to discard the paper copy, the catalog

cards for the paper copy must be pulled and discarded and the

ID number deleted from the data base.

V. Serial.Microfiche

A_ Serial microfiche are checked in on kardexes in the Documents

Serial: RecOrd file, using a green pen or pencil in order to

distinguish microfiche from paper copy material;

B. If the microfiche replaces a paperIssue, the student'assistant

shall attach the fiche and the kardex to a yellow shelving

instruction sheet, chetkingff no. 7, "microfiche to replace paper

copy"; and place it in the problems box.

C. If a decision is,made to discard the paper copy, the pencil

notation for .the item on the kardex is erased and replaced with a

green pencil notation for microfiche.
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D. If a microfiche item is received and all items previously received

Were in paper, the kardex and the fiche are placed into the

problems box.

'E. The Documents Cataloger updates the catalog and kardex records to

include the microfiche note

"Some numbers issued in microfiche.

1% If it can be ascertained that -the title will only be issued in

microfiche (note on shipping list, administrative notices, pattern

of reception, notation in

Publications, etc.) pull the kardex, attach a note to the kardex:

"Issued only in microfiche"-;.and place it in the problems box for

recataloging.

1; Close out the paper copy record; (See See; ; Card Correction

Procedures pg. 44-48).

a; Include a linking note to the new microfiche catalog

record.

1980- issued only in microfiche;

2. Create a new record for the Microfiche. .(See Sec.2.V. Serial

Cataloging; pg; 21-28);

a Includea-linking note to the closed out paper copy

record;

1960-1979 issued in paper copy.

76
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SECTION 10

PROCESSING MAPS

I. Write the SuDocs classification number on the upper left hand corner of

printed side of the mop.

A. If the map is a large sheet, roll it up from the bottom of the.map

with the map facing out.

II. Stamp "Morrill Library Map Room" beneath the SuDocs call number.

A. See criteria for map distribution, Sec.2,VIII.A.2, pg. 33.

III. Stamp U/Mass government documents date stamp on the upper right hand

corner of the back of the map.

IV. Check kardex to see if the map is part of a serial set.

A. if a kardex is present, check in the map and send it to the Morrill

Library Map Room.

V. If no kardex is present, and only a single cutter appears after the

agency number, catalog as a monograph (see Sec.2,VIII. Map cataloging>

pg. 33=34).

VI. If no kardex is present and a year, part number, or other quadrant

identifier appears after the cutter, place the map in the problems box.

A. If a shelflist card is present, follow instructions on the catalog

card.

1. If card says "Current map only retained", insert yellow

shelving instruction sheet, check no. 1, current vol. only

retained, and send to Morrill Library Map Room.

2. If the .card says "Holdings on shelf list card only" add part .

no y;---to the top of the card in pencil and send map on to

Morrill Library Map-Room

B. If no instructions are present the card must be updated to include

appropriate. instructions.

C. If the map has a year designation and another card(s) is present

but no 'Current map only retained" notes appear, all earlier cards

must be pulled, discarded and deleted, and the latest card updated

to include proper notes (see Sec.2.VIII. Map cataloging, pg. 33-34).

D. If the map fits the criteria for retention of earlier editions (see

II.A. above), the item should be recataloged as a serial or a.

pencileu note "Retain later editions" must be written at the top of

the first shelflist card of the group.

77
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E. If no shelflist card appears; catalog as a serial; series; or

"Current map only retained" item. (see Sec.2.VIII.Map. cataloging,

pg. 33-34).

VII. After the map has been cataloged or processed according to the method

indiCated by previous cataloging;

Map Room

78

send the map on to the Morrill Library
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SECTION 10A

TRANSFERRING MAPS TO MORRILL MAP ROOM

I. Collect all maps within the class number to be transferred.

II. Check map against shelflist.

A. Paper clip shelflist cards to indicate missing maps.

B. After inventory is complete pull the paperclipped cards and

initiate search procedures.

If; after 6 weeks, the maps have not been found; try to obtain

replacements from DOCEX.

1. If the map is earlier than 5 years from current date, withdraw

from the collection.

III. Set aside any maps which have no sfieIflist.

A. Check public catalog for author/title entries.

1. If author/title entry is found; order a new shelflist to file.

2. If no author/title entry is found, catalog AS a new item.

IV. Discard maps which have been revised by later editions.

A. Pull and discard and delete cataloging for earlier editions.

B. Add appropriate edition notes to catalog card of latest edition and

update the rest of the card as necessary.

14. Reviser editons issued periodically.

15. Current edition: only retained.

V. Add the following to all shelflist cards as the first note.

Located in MORRILL' LIBRARY MAP ROOM

VI. Stamp "MORRILL LIBRARY MAP Room- on the map beneath the SuDoCa number;

which should appear in the upper left hand corner of the map.

VII. Send updated shelfliSt.cardt to Informal:16h PrOteSSing for keypunching.

VIII. Send Tirc.essed maps to Morrill Library Map Room;
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SECTION 11

'fituCr.:DURES FOR OVERSIZED DOCUMENTS

I. Documents which are too large to fit on a regular shelf shall be

designated "Folios-.

II. Oversized documents shall have the location/size identifier; "Folio";

placed at the end of the SuDocs classification number on the dOcument and

cataloging record.

A; These documents shall be housed at the end of the SuDocs classed

federal documents collection where they can be Placed on shelves

wide enough to accomodate them.

B. The 'Folio" section shall be arranged in SuDocs classification

number order.

III. The location/size designator; "Folio"; shall also be placed at the end of

the SuDocs classification number on the catalog card. Because it is not

part of the SuDdcs classificatir)n number; no slash shall separate it from

the rest of the SuDocs number;

E3.2:

0i5/9

Fdlio

IV. A dummy bdok shall be placed in the Documevcs Z;ollection where the

ddcument would ordinarily be placed with a reference to the Folio

location of the oversized doCumPn_t_.__

C31.249:

960973

f Folio

HandboOk

of

Airline

StatiStics

Located in).

Folio

section of

Docs;

C011ection

80
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SECTION 12

PROCESSING NON-:GPO/FUGITIVE DOCUMENTS

I. Receiving Non -GPO Documents

A. Non-GPO documents are those documents which have been issued by the

government;: but which have not been cataloged /classified by GPO;

B. Non-GPO documents usually arrive in the Documents Dept. from the

Documents Expediting Project (DocEx), direct from a government

agency, or as gifts from patrons.

C. Fugitive documents are those documents which after a period of time

and searChing never appear in the Monthly Catalo& or other major

bibliographic search tools and, therefore must have original

cataloging and classification.

D. When Non-GPO documents arrive a documents assistant stamps the

date of reception on the front'cover and places a Document

Search/Appraisal Slip into the document; (See example, pg. 78).

II; Searching Non-GPO Documents
fair

A. Initial Search.

1. Search the Documents Dept. author/title catalog to determine

if the document is already part of the documents collection as

a mnograph or part of a series that needs to be checked in at'

the Documents Serial Record.

2. If nothing is found in the documents author/title catalog,

search the OCLC data base to see if GPO has cataloged and

classified the item.

3; If no SuDocs classification number can be found, place the

document on the Appraisal Shelf in the Documents Office so

that other members of the documents staff can assess the

document's value to the collection.

a. If a document is deemed inappropriate-for-the documents

---c011ection, it is senr to Collection Development.

B. Final Search.

1. After a period of six months from the date of the initial

search, a final search is done to deterMine if a

classification number may have appeared since the

search.
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a. Follow steps II.A.1-3 above.

b. In the final search also use CIS and indexes as

appropriate.

2. If no classification number is found after the final search,

the document is declared a fugitive document for which

original cataloging and classification must be provided.

III; Cataloging/Classifying Fugitive Documents

A. Fugitive documents are.cataloged as any regular GPO monograph,'

serial, hearing or committee print (See Sec;2; Documents Cataloging

Rules, pg. 8-34).

B. Fugitive monographs and serials are classified according to GPO's

system which was presented first in GPO Administrative Notes

(AN-v5n1-1/84) and which is reproduced below.

POLICY FOR LOCAL SUDOC NUMBER ASSIGNMENT

GPO reserves the following numbers for local use only:

After General pubs. classes ending in .2 or 2 the numbers /2 -9

will be reserved.

e.g. A 1.2: General publications

AI.2/2-9: Reserved (local use only)

After General pubJ classes ending in /2 the numbers-2 to -9

will be reserved.

e.g. Y3.Ap4/2: Reports and publications

Y3.Ap4/2-2-9: Reserved (local use only)

C. The Cutter letter is determined by the first word of the title,

disregarding articles.

D. Use C.A. Cutter's three-figure author table-to-determine the cutter

number.

Do not use more than two digits in the cutter number.

2. Check the shelflist catalog before final assignment to ensure

that there will be no duplicate numbering.

E. If a conflict arises because certain cutter numbers have already

been Used, add a / and sequential numbering from 2 onward to the,

number which allows the best alphabetical filing of the title in

relation to the other titles;

F. Original classification of committee hearings and prints is

accomplished according to instructions presented in Sec.2.IV.J;

Original Classification of Hearings And Prints; pg. 20-21;
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DUCUI1ENT
SEARCH /APPRAISAL SLIP

Final Search Data:
(6 month- after
initial arch)

INITIAL SEARCH: DATE:

DOCUMENTS PC

OCLC

OTHER

NOTES:

FINAL SE. kIRCH : DATE:

DOCUMENTS PC

OCLC

CIS

ASI

°TEM

NOTES:

APPRAISAL:

RETAIN: R
,C PEF: R/DR

DO NOT RETAIN: NO

83
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SECTION 13

PROCEDURES FOR RESOLVING CLASSIFICATION CONFLICTS

I. Different Publications with tl-e Same Classificat:Ion Number.

A. Pull shelflist cards and retrieve the pieces from the stacks;

B. Check shipping lists and -Ron-thlyCat-alog or GPO'sPublications

Reference File (PRF) for a confirmation of the conflict;

I. If the conflict is caused by a copying error on the cover,

write- the correct class_ nn can rho cover n"A ,,pdate the

corresponding shelflist card as appropriate.

C. If the conflict is legitimate, fill out a Depository Library

Request for Informatin form (see example on pg. 82), and send it

to the GPO offices in Alexandria, VA._

Revise the SuDocs class; no; of the later publication by adding a

"/a" at the end of the cutter.

/a added

class.no,

TD7.2:
EL2/7

0163204Z

SHELF LIST

Dept. r.e.,risportatiOn.
ri f; handicapped

tr...;:portation:_ local govet
approaches.. GPO, 1S70.

60 p.

TD7.2;_
E12/7/44

0180069=Z
R

SHELF LIST

Urban Mass Transportation
Administration.
Supplementar transportation tor

elderly and handicapped persons.
(1081).

15 p.

1. Tit-e.

;TD7.2: E12/7/a
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E. Add the /a to the enC of the SuDocs class. no; on the corresponding

document;

1; Use a pencil so that v;hen the corrected number is leceived the

/a can be erased and the correct cutter addition can be added.

F. Not Becase decisions on class conflicts take varying periods of

time to be 'resolved at GPO, the temporary revision of the

class. no. is made to allow the publication to be available

for use by patrons while a decision is pending.

II. Identical Publications with Differe 'on Numbers. (see

example below).

A. Pull all catalog cards and retrieve the pieces from the stacks.

B; Search all reference sources to deterMine if an error has been made

in copying the class. no. onto the cover. of publication:

I; If the conflict is caused by a copying error, discard the

incorrect catalog cards ar.j have tie record deleted from the

data base;

Discard the incorrectly marked document;

C. If the nfiict is legitimate, fill out a Depository Library

RequeSt for InforMation form and, send it to the CPO Office in

Alexandria, VA; (See example on pg. 82).

D. ROtOt:a the documents to thrt stacks so that they will be available

to patrons while a decision is pending from GPO.

E. Add a perCcil note co the top of the catalog cards so that filers

and reviss will be awa-e of the problem and that action has been

taken.

Class confiic with .(class.,

GPO notiii.e,. (date)

(see example below)

F. Wien a deision or: the correct class. no. is received from CTC,

dis:ard the item with the incorrect class; no;; pull and discard

the catalog; cards, and delete the record from the data ba-e.



Y4.
V64/4:
V64/26/
981

0178189Z

81

'"Ii/ q:?2P6 SHELF LIST

Congress. Senate. Committee on
Veterans' AffairE.
Veterans readjustment appointments

in the federal. government. 97th
Congress, 1st ses5ion. 1981.
19 p.

Committee print.

" /-*-t! SHELF

Y4. Congress. _SenAte. Committee on
V64/4: -Veterans' Alfai_rs._ .

Ap6 Vetern readjustment appointments
In the Fe,tral Government. 97th
Congress.1st session. 1981.

19 p.

Committee print.

i0117h932Z

1. Titiei,

;Y4. Vb4/4: Ap6

III. Confirmation of Classification Nlimbars.

A; If the accuracy of a classification number on.a ooculaent is

quectionable oz incorrect; fill out a Depository Library

Request for Information form. (see example, pg. 82'

1. Be sure to inclu( ! verificati:n of the'caIlm hsr _ether by

listing the shipping list number on which the ?..is. no. was

cited, or enter a citation from a reference source it

shippi-,g.list is not available.

B. Mailing instructions are at Cle br,,:om of the Request for

Information form;
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UNITED SI AT ES GOVEitNMENT Pf lNI ING OFFICE

DEPOSITORY LIBRARY RFillIEST FOR INFORMATION

Microfiche Paper D

Classification Inquiry
f}
L.L.: Item Number Inquiry

Monthly Catalog Inquiry

Li Claim Inquiry

Publication Inquiry

DF.ily Depository Shipping List InqOry

Daily Depository Shipping List jo: t-zriu Date

CleaSificatibri and Item Number

Title

Nar of Librarib..

Area Code/Telephone No

Date Lib. No:

Details of Request

Foy Office Ilse Only

Reply

i iSTRIX,sTIONS: Mail copies 1 and 2 to: U.S. GP0,-Library Division (SLLA)
Inquii ies
5236 Eiseril'ower ..tenue
Alexandriai VA 2 ?304

Retain copy 3 for your files. Pint or type your address in the area provided b.elo . to ensure a pi °mot response.

US GOVEPI: .1Li7( PRINTING OF; -,CE
6UPERINTENCENT OF DOCUMENTS

WASHINGTON, 0 C 20402 (LIB#
OFFICIAL BUSSINESS

Name
'ally lor Private Use

3300 Street address

POST,,C.E 4'.J pAID
U.S: ERNMENT PRIN i ING OFFICE

377
FIRST CLASS

LF,Df..31\ CI") 71
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SECTION 14

DOCUMENTS EXPEDITING PROJECT (DOCEX) MATERIAL PROCESSING

Filliagsut DOCEX cpecial-request-farms-

. A. Monographs and Serials (see examples following the instructions

below).

1. Agency: Incl4de the agency as represented in the cataloging

the Monthly Catalo& or other reference source used. Do not

include United States as part of the entry;

a. Use the most logical or easily identifiable entry. If

uncertain, use the agency corresponding to the SuDocs

class, no. as listed. in List of Classes of United States

Cove_rnmentPublica_LiAms;

2.

example: Dept. of Commerce. Bureau of the Census.

use Bureau of the Census;

Geological Survey. Water Resources Division.

use Geological Survpy

Title: Enter the title as it appears in GPO cataloging or from

the refe-ence source in hand;

a. If requesting added copies and

the title page may be used when

the document is in hand,

recc+,-4. Ile title.

3. DA'Je: Date +f publication

4. Biol. grapl, source: Monthly cataio--MC 1980 (80-1181)

ASI index --ASI 1979 (6649-2)

CIS index -CTS 1981 :_.4125)

a. If no bibliograph'cal sot:ce is available, enter "no

source available."

b. If a serial is being requested and the most current is

not available, use the -no source available" note and

include the latest previous source;

no source available

source for 1980 ed; is MC 180 (80-23722)

5. Library: Government Documents, Goodell Library4

University of Massachusctts; Amherst; MA 01003,

6. Tate of Re^uest: Date the form is filled out.

88
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7; At the bottow.of the Special Request form; type the SuDocs

class. no. the initials of the person initiating the request;

and the reason for the request;

a. If the document will go to the Serials Dept.; type the

note; "send to Serials"; in ihe lower left hand corner of

the Special Request form.

B; Committee Hearings and Committee Prints: (see example foilowins

instructions' below).

1; Agency: Type only the Committee holding the hearing or.issuing

the print.

a; Include also the number of-the COngress and Session:

b. There is no need to 2r.c.r:ede the Committee with United

States or House or Senate;

. All °the: sections of the Special Request form are completed

in the same manner as for Monographs and Serials (see A.2 -7

II. Distrl.bution of the Docex request lorm.

A. Send the first two parts of the form to:

Documents EXpedifing Project

Gift am' Exchange Division

Library of Congress

W..s*.;.ngton, DC 20540

S. The third part (pink) of the form is fiTed in the Docex request

file by 6f request;

III. The Committee Hearings Cataloger is responsible for processing documents

received fr.,m Duce

A. When a reply is received from Docex; the pink form is pulled and

discardPi;

items from Docex aye added to the "Direct Mail" StatIStiCS Sheet

when they are received and after they have been prc-essed.

C. Items frcw Docex which are. duplicates t iocumnts already in the

collection_ :e 61z:carded except for those items which would be

useful zLs added copies.

1. If duplicates are added to the collection as added, copies;

"copy 2" must follow the classificaton number and the number

co-,Jei must be annotated at the top of the shelflist card

in pencil.
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D. Notices for d)cuments which are available for salt: src pa=sed

on to the Department Head.

E. Notices for documents which are out of print or unavalla le a,o

passed on to the Technical Processing Supervisor.

IV. Every few months the Technical Processing Supervisor reviews the l',5cex

reque,t file.

A. All requests over six months old are checked to see if the

requested document is in the stacks.

1. If the document is shelved in the stacks, the request form is

discarded.

2. If the Document has not yet been received, a second request is

initiated.

a. A note is added to the new request form that it is a

second request.

B. If after one year, the document has not been received, it is

considered to:be out -of -print and appropr3 action taken; See

the withdrawal of out-of-print documents, pg. 106, Add. D. IX.

0



Examples of DOCEX Special Request Forms

MONOGRAPH

Library of Congress
Exchange an._: Gift Division - Documcnts Expediting ?rojoct

SPECIAL REQGE3T FOR PUBLICATIONS

Agency: Prez:idents Commission on MentallHea:th,

Title: Report to the President from the PreFident's
Commis:don on Mental Health. 1978. Ol. 1

Date: Apr. 1978_ Edition:

BiblidgraphicsI source: ASI 1978 (16398=1)

Library:Government DocuMents, Goodell Library,
University oe Massachusettsi Amhersti MA 01003

Date requested: 12/30/81

65-15 (rev 5/74) Pr39.8:M52/R29/v.1 aapP(e6p.40M1ssing.

SERIAL

Library of Congress
r'...change and Gift Division - Documents Expediting Project

SPECIAL REQUEST FOR PUBLICATIONS

Agency: Naval Observatory.

Title: Astronomical almanac.

. 1 982
Edition:

liographial source: none available for 1982;
Ed; for 1981 is MC 1980 (80-23722)

LihraryGOVernMent Documents, Goodell Library,
University of Massabhusetts, Amherst, MA 01003Date rc:quested

_12/30/81
Doc _E: pysple:to myiaqt) D213.8:yr.

la. 982 not rec'd yet.

AK

COMMITTEE HEARING/PRINT

'Library of Congress
Exchange and f!:t, Division - Documents Expeeiting Project

SPECIAL REQUEST FOR PUBLICATIONS

Agency: Committee on Science and Technology.
96th Cong; 1st Sess.

Title: Inventory of advanced energy technologies and
energy conservation resear,:n. nnd development:
1976-1978; v.2, Serial P.

Date: 1979.

Bibliographical source: MC 1980 (F.,0-1Y438)

Library: 3overnMent 15oc9 ments;

Univers:i.ty of Massachur,Ats. ;i1::erst, MA

DS.te requested: 12/30/81

65-15 (rev 5/74) - o
YA. S,'Z.2:96/1)

far,41 -s
c_ n a

NwnsemomeamommtJ...7111MMO.. 'maw. .".,-1.11anmoorair;

1INIMft* VAfil
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SECTION 15

BINDING GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Monographs;

A; Bind monographs which are falling apart and cannot reasonably be

repaired; or which show signs of heavy use and should be preserved

for future use;

1. When in doubt--b.ind.

B. Monographs may be bound in the following manner.

1. Class A Binding

a; Used on monographs that 'a-a:7e stitching in the

This is the strongest binding.available:

2; Norbind.

a. Used on monographs that nave glusl spines or very narrow

inner mar3ins which would be lost if Class A Binding were

USed.

These books usually have paper covers which; if

they are in good shape (i.e. no tears; wrinkles

or frayed ends); will be retained in the Norbiad

binding process.

a. If the paper cover is to poor condition a

cloth cover will be used..

b. Items Norbound can be up to 12" in height and ap to 4' in

thickm::ss.

3. PAM Binding

a; Used for thin documents which may be stapled:

b. Items Pambound can be up to 13' in height and up to 1"

thickness.

S. Stnrage bind.

a; Used for hard cover documents which have narrow ina:r

margins or which are of ephemeral value.

1; The spine is glued rather than sewn and therefOre

not as sturdy as Class A bind.

5. Recase:

In some cases the binding is still in good shape; but the

corer has been ripped off or is in a diIrnidated
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condition. By recommending a "Recase", only a new cover

1'11 be attached and the original binding will remain

.n tact.

Binding Forms.

(Examples of b, ii :' ig forms A-B, pg. 89-90).

1. Form A is ed Class A Bind material when there is no

cancern ior the color of the cover or lettering. Tne cover

will always be red and the lettering will always be white.

2. Form A is always used for Pam Binding.

3. Form A is always used for Norbinds.

4. Form B is used when a special criver or letter color is desired

for a monograph; or if the monograp'l has been broken into

separate sections which would require a Clas', k Per

(Periodical) binding.

a. Note how t:le following sections of the form are filled

out:

1. Customer- /ype of binding desired (i.e. Class A,

Pam, etc.)

2. Binding iwmber--will a1-ays be CA900 (Form B only)

3. vial instructions includes SuDocs class no and

aL other special instructons to the Binder such as

Rush, or lacks pages, eta.;

4. 'Send directly to Docume :ts Dept." note should

always appear at the very top of the bindery form.

93



Example

NORTHEAST LIBRARY BINDING CO, INC; A

101 MYSTIC AVENUE MEDFORD, MA 02155

BEAR DOWN YOU ARE WRITING THRU 5 COPIES
IUJO

Send directly to Documents Dept.

C3.2:

C 33/3 NORBIND

Census '80:
Continuing.the factfinder
tradition

NATHEAST LIBRARY BINDING CO.; INC.

PiNDERY COPY 1
fr140,-,1MISAmwmffinri&

('

89

FORM A

Example 2,

NORTHEAST LIBRARY BINDING CO, INC;

101 MYSTIC AVENUE o MEC;FORD, MA 02155

BEAR DOWN YOU ARE,.V,y1tITING THRU 5 COPIES

Send directly to Documents Sept:

DOC REF
03i6/2:
StWk Class A Bind

Directory of non-federal
statistics for states and
local areas

RUSH RUSH

NORTHEAST LIBRARY BINDING CO, INC.

BlIqE)ERY COPY 1



Type of binding

90

FORM B

PLEASE PULL OUT THE YELLOVi "CUSTOMER"
COPY AND RETAIN FOR YOUR RECORDS
SEND THE THREE REMAINING COPIES AND
CARBONS INTACT WITH THE VOLUME. 1'03;

cuslomER _- -Class A Bind
Send directly to Do

BINDERY NO CA900

uments Dept.

-
en*

NEW TITLE
PREVIOUSLY

BOUND
_C-HECK ONE

NORTHEAST SEE
HAS PATTERN RUB SENT

SEE
SAMPLE SENT

TITLE

Effective revenue
Writing - 2

VOLUME

YEAR

IMPRINT

- --Bindery number

--Des-in, ion note

COVER_COLOR
2075 -- --Cover color code

LETTERING COLOR

GOLD - --Lettering code
WHITE El]
BLACK

0 K TO BiND MTN
MISSING ISSUEISI

YES N8E-1

COMPLETE
THE

FOLLOWING
IF NEW TITLE

FRONT COVERS

IN OUT

BACK COVERS

IN 404U T El

AUS

LI IN nuLCL
TITLE PAGES. CONTENTS
AND INDEXES WILL_IIF
PLACHLIN STANDARD
LOCATION.. UNLESS
DTHERWIS-E-S-PE-C-R-E-D-T

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
T22.19/2:
W93/no. 2/
962

ALL INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS BINDING SLIP WILL BE FOLLOWED EXPLICITLY

IF AN_ITE_M IS RETURNED FOR CORRECTION BFCAUSE OF BINDER'S ERROR A COPY OF
THE ORIGINAL BINDING SLIP MUST BE RETURNED WITH THE VOLUME .

NORTHEAST LIBRARY BINDING CO INC, 101 MYSTIC AVE, MEDFORD. MA 02155
BINDERY COPY 1

CUSTOMER COPY
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II. Serial Binding.

A. A title will arrive for binding in the Documents Office either by

referral from Kardex (see Sec.7.II.A.3i Processing Cataloged.

Serials, pg. 57), or from a staff member working in the stacks.

B. rae bindery person first collates the volume to make sure all

pieces are present and in proper order.

C. If an issue is missing, the bindery person sends the incomplete

volume to the Serials Cataloger (see Sec.14.I, Processing Docex

Material, pg. '83-86).

1. If the Serial Cataloger requests missing issues from Docex and

places the incomplete volume on the Incomplete Vol: Shelf,

he/she must notify the Kardex of its location so the kardex

can be updated to reflect the location of the incomplete

. volume.

D. If the volume is complete, the bindery person checks the Bindery

File to determine if a bindery record is present for the serial

voIum: in hand.

E. If a record is present (see .r.ample record, pg. 93), the bindery

person fills out Binding Form B using the information provided on

the bindery record (see example, pg. 93).

1. Volaimes are then sent to the Library Bindery Section for

shipment to the commercial binder.

a. Regular binding turn around time is. 4 weeks;

b. Rush binding turn around time is 2 weeks.

F. If there is no bindery record present in the Bindety File; the

bindery person must create a new record for that item.

1. Check the Documents stacks for previously bound volumes.

2. If earlier volumes are present, use spine format and cover

color of the previously bound volumes in creating the new

bindery record.

3. If no other bound volumes are present, the bindery person is

at liberty to create the new bindery record in whatever manner,

seems most efficient or practical.

a; The binder has provided a set of cover color swatches

with color codes.
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b. The new record is typed in the same manner as the sample

record on pg. 93 and filed in the Bindery File for future

reference.

.
When bound volumes return from the bindery, a student assistant

types the call no. on a label using the class no; at the bottom of

the bindery slip, (see example, pg..93) and attaches it to the

bottom of the spine on tha bound volume, being careful not to cover

any print;

1. Stamp UMass identification stamp on the top and foredge of the

volume.

2. If the volume is incomplete, the missing issues are notated

the top of the first page. Missing issues are identified at

the bottom of the bindery slip.

3. Send bindery slips from books to Kardex for discharging.

H. If the Kardex Checker receives a bindery slip (yellow) for an

incomplete vol. which is already noted on the. Kardex as being on

the incomplete shelf, the Checker must erase the information

concerning the incomplete shelf before attaching the bindery slip

to the kardex.

I. When the Kardex Checker receives the bindery slips (white); he/she

muSt_match them with the yellow slips already attached to the

Kardexes.

1. Add bound holdings, including lacks of incomplete volumes, to

the top of the Icardex.

2. Check circulation file to match: monographic bindery slips.

3. Discard all matched bindery slips./.

J. The Technical ProcesSing Supervisor is responsible for keeping all

statistics concerning binding in the Documents Department. This is

usually done when the documents copy of the bindery slip is

returned from the Library Bindery Section.
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Example: Binding Form B

PLEASE PULL OUT THE YELLOW "CUSTOMER"
COPY AND RETAIN- FOR YOUR RECORDS
SEND THE THREE REMAINING COPIES AND
CARBONS INTACT WITH THE VOLUME; E-103,

CUSTOMER . BINDERY NO.

Q1488 A Per cA90p

_Sand directly to Documents ept;

NEW TITLE
PREVIOUSLY

BOUND

CHECK ONE
NORTHEAST.

HAS PATTERNn
_SEE SEE

RUB SENT SAMPLE SENT

COVER COLOR

2075
TITLE

Construction reports:
Value of new construction
put in place

LETTERING COLOR

GOLD A
WHITE

BLACK

VOLUME

O.K. TO BIND WIT-H
MISSING ISSUE(S) .

YES NO

COMPLETE
THE

FOLLOWING-
IF NEW TITLE

YEAR

19801981

IMPRINT

C3.
215/3:
C30-
980-981

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

FRONT COVERS-

O IN OUT

BACK COVERS

IN OUT 0
ADS

IN OUT

TITLE PAGES. CONTENTS
AND INDEXES WILL BE
PLACED IN STANDARD
LOCATION_:_LINLESS__
OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

ALL INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS BINDING SUP WILL BE FOLLOW

IF AN-ITEM_ISSISTURNED_FOR CORRECTION BECAUSE OF BINDER'
THE ORIGINAL BINDING SLIP MUST BE RETURNED WITH THE VOL

NORTHEAST LIBRARY BINDING_CO, INC.. 101 MYSTIC AVE.. ME

BINDERY COPY. 1

CUSTOMER COPY

Example: Bindery Record

C3.
215/3:
C30-yr. Construction reports: value of new

construction put in place

Type of bind: Class A Per

Cover Color : 2075

Letter Color: Gold.

Spine Inform: Title,year

Frequency : bind every two years.

01/05/82
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ADDENDA A

PROCEDURES FOR ISSUING OVERDUE NOTICES AND BILLS

I. Procedure for issuing overdue notices:

A. Every Thursday consult the overlay schedule for Docuemnts'

circulation slips to determine which color overlay identifies

documents which are one week overdue. Documents are always due on

Wednesdays and we give a one-week grace period past the due date

before issuing an overdue notice.

B.. Pull the circulation slips for the overdue documents.

C. Fill out an overdue notice for each patron who has documents which

are one week overdue; Where possiblei staple the second part of

the 3-part charge slip to the overdue notice rather than copying

the information onto the overdue notice; Check the 3rd part (the

file copy) of the charge slip'to be sure that all important

information is legible; any information which is not legible on the

file copy should be copied from the second part of the 3-part

charge slip. Also check the date due box of the file copy of the

charge; if necessary stamp it with the proper due date.

D. Stamp the overdue notices and the reverse side of the file copies

of the charge slips with today's date.

E. Place a 'yellOw clip on the file copy of each charge slip to

indicate that an overdue notice has been sent; replace the original

colored overlay, and refile these slips in the circulation file.

F. Place the overdue notices in the appropriate envelopes,using

window envelopes whenever possible. Overdue notices to 5-College

Students may be sent via campus mail if the envelopes are marked

"5-College Delivery."

G. The Library does not use due dates which fall during Intersession

(January). When the overlay schedule indicates due dates during.'

this period) the date stamp should be set for the first Wednesday

after Intersession.
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II. Pnacedure for issuing

A. Every Friday, check the overlay schedule for Documents' circulation

slips to determine which color overlay indicates documents which

are two weeks overdue.

B. Pull the circulation slips for these overdue documents; they shoUld

all be marked with a yellow clip indicating that an overdue notice

has been sent.

C. Remove overlays and yellow clips, then check the stacks to be

certain the documents have not been returned.

D. Create a delinquent file card for each person being billed. The

card should list the person's name, ID number from the charge slip)

any special status (faculty, staff, 5- College, Mass; resident,

etc.), and the SuDoc numbers of all unreturned documents.

E. Divide delinquent file cards into 3 categories:

1. UMass graduate and undergraduate students

2; 5- College students and faculty

3. All others: UMass faculty and staff, Massachusetts resident

borrowers, continuing education students, etc.

F.. Take delinquent file cards to computer terminal in Circulation

Office.

1. Check category 1 borrowers in computer files to ascertain

borrower's status. We need to know if student is ACTIVE or

not.

a. Record each ACTIVE UMass student's 9-digit student

identifying number (usually the same as the social

security number) on his/her delinquent file card.

b. If the student has withdrawn or graduated and is not

ACTIVE follow procedure for billing category 3 borrowers.

2. If necessary,' check computer files or print-out in Circulation

. 'Office for the complete ID number of any 5-College student or

faculty. member.

3. The names and ID numbers of all borrowers in category 3 should

be placed in the Computer's delinquent file, and the Documents

delinquent file card marked accordingly.
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C. Type

1. Category 1 - For ACTIVE UMass graduate and undergraduate

students, use student identifying number for ID

number see sample bill.

2. Category 2 Use 5-College bill form see sample bill.

3. Category 3 - Use UMass bill form.

H. Stamp circulation slips with "Billed" stamp on front and date

billed on back. Cover with clear overlay and refile.

I. Processing bills:

1. Category 1 Send top copy of bill to borrower, save pink copy

to send to Bursar's Office, Whitmore

'Administration Building. Mark each pink copy

with the subcode "20740". Staple remaining

copies together, alphabetize by borrower's name,.

mark with Billing and Receivable System (BRS)

batch number, and file.

Process bills for BRS according to instructions

in BRS manual.

Mark BRS batch number on each borrower's

delinquent file card:

2 Category 2 Mail top copy of bill:to borrower via ,5-College

Delivery. Forward other copies of bill to

5-College Billing Clerk, Circulation Office;

3. Category 3 Send top copy of bill to borrower; file Other

copies in the Non-BRS file.

J. File all delinquent file cards;

III. Procedure for cancelling bills:

A. When a document for which a bill has been issued is returned:

1. Pull delinquent file card of borrower.

2. Pull circulation slip:

a. If bill is on BRS:

i. Go to original batch in BRS file and remove top

(yellow) copy of bill.

ii. Follow instructions in BRS manual for bill

cancellation.
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iii. Mark yellow bill copy with the cancellation batch

number and file in the BRS file;

b. If bill was issued to 5-College student or faculty

member; notify the 5-College Billing Clerk in the

Circulation Office.

C; If bill was issued to UMass faculty or staff member;

Cont-Ed student; Mass. Resident borrUwer; etc., pull and

discard file copy of bill and remove borrower's name and

ID number from computer's delinquent file.
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__Student Jane

Yd

12.345=6785 12-12-83
LAST NAME FIRST

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETT
University Library

t Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Address qvgstions to Documents
Library/dept.
Make Check or money order payable-to:
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Please return invoice and Rernittance to
Treasurer's office - Bursar

Jane Student
Dorm
Campus

-04-14(i)

M.I. CLASS h'UMBER INVOICE DATE

DESCRIPT+O-N-- AMOUNT

Fines bookson
returned late

Replacement Charge for the
following unreturned books:

HE20.3202 :V87/2

Processing Fee
1-20577-08080

5

5

00

00

10 00
This amount due by

SAMPLE BILL FOR UMASS GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
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Prefix:'
4-AC
5-HC
6-MHC
7-SC

L

99

FIVE-COLLEGE LIBRARIES

Open Access

BILL TRANSMITTAL

Prefix-123456789 (social security #)

Student's name
Student's address

NO; Studentheme
college

DATE 12-30-81

This charge originated by

Amherst Smith - Main
Hampshire Smith - Sci

Mt. Holyoke Univ- Main
Univ- Morr
Univ - Phys

If materials are not returned or this charge is not paid within thirty days; a copy of
this bill will be forwarded to your home institution for collection. All fines and
penalty fees are non-refundable; book and processing charges are cancelled upon
return of the overdue material.

SuDoc # and title of document

REMIT TO _Documents/Goodell Library

Make check payable toIJMASS/AMHERST
Account # 1-20577-08080

Penalty fee
Processing fee

TOTAL

Replacement
fee

-15 ;00

SAMPLE 5- COLLEGE BILL
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ADDENDA B

PROCEDURES FOR GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS RESERVE SHELF

I. The Government Documents Reserve Shelf is located in the Documents

Reference Office;

II; Government Documents are placed temporarily on the Reserve Shelf under

the following conditions.

A. A class is doing a project on which there is a limited number of

materials which, if taken out of circulation for the duration of

the project, would give every student equal opportunity to use the

material.

B. A document is received which is related to an important current

event.

III. Government documents are placed permanently on the Documents Reserve

Shelf under the following conditions.

A. The item is not a Reference item but is used very heavily; causing

inconvenience to potential users when it is charged out.

B. The document is a replacement copy for one reported missing on a

popular topic.

C. An item is heavily used and would be almost impossible to replace;

IV; Temporary Reserve--Patron and Technical Processing Procedures;

A; Patron Procedures;

1. Students must leave their name, ID no., telephone no., and

time of sign out before the document can Jeave the Office.

2. Students can use the book for daily periods as long as they

renew the document at'two hour intervals.

a. There will be no overnight charges, except in extreme

emergency circumstances.

. Technical Processing Procedures.

1. Make aut an orange sign out card for each document.: (see

exazple, pg.103).

2. Type a label--NON-CIRC

DOCS

RESERVE and attach it to the upper left hand

corner of the front cover of the document.
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3. Create a dummy book and place it in the space where the

temporary reserve book woulc be shelved.

a. The label on the spine of the dummy book should include:

1) SuDoc.

Title of document

Location of document: (see example, pg. 103).

"Documents Office: Documents Reserve Shelf."

4. Return documents on temporary reserve shelf to-the general

stacks as soon as the class assignment is completed cr at the

end of the semester, or when the document has not been

circulated for a period of at least 6 months.

5; Make out a circulation charge slip for all documents on

temporary reserve.

a; attach top slip to the document

b. file the rest of, the form in the circulation file.

c; discharge the document when it goes back to the documents

stacks.

V. Permanent Reserve--Patron and Technical Processing Procedures.

A. Patron Procedures.

1. Students must leave their name, ID no.,-telephone no., and

time of sign out before the document can leave the Office.

2. One (1) to Three (3) day loans are used for items in Permanent

Reserve.

a. Dbration of the loan will be determined on an item by

item basis in consultation with Documents Staff.

B. Technical:Processing Procedures.

1. Make out an orange sign out card for each document. (see

example, pg. 103).

2. Create a dummy book and place it in the space where the

document would be shelved.

a; Label the spine of the dummy book as follows:

1) SuDoc. number.

2) Title of document;

3) Location of document

"Documents Office -- Documents Reserve Shelf."
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3. Update the catalog record to include the location note:

"Located on Documents Reserve Shelf in Documents Office."

4. Attach a label which reads, "Gov. Docs.--Perm Res.", to the

upper left hand corner of the front cover of the document.

VI During June of each year, the Documents Reserve Collection should be

revised to determine which items should by removed to. the general

documents collection and which should remain on the Documents Reserve

Shelf. This should be done in consultation with the Documents Staff.

A. If a document has not circulated for 2 years, it should be placed

in the general documents collection.

1. If a document is of important local interest, or replacement

would probably be impossible, it may remain on Permanent

Reserve even though it may not have circulated.

B. If multiple copies are available for Documents Reserve item, one

copy Should remain on reserve as insurance and all other copies may

be sent to the general documents stacks.

C. When a document is removed from the Documents Permanent Reserve,

remove the Reserve location note from the catalog record.

D. Cover the "Government Documents-Permanent Reserve" label on the

front cover of the document. This step also applies to the Reserve

label on temporary reserve documents;

E. Remove dummy books from the shelf when the documents are reshelved.

1. Return the dummy books to the Documents Office for recycling;

07
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SIGN OUT CARD

SUDOCS. CILISJ Y4. Et7:B96/V929-80
number
Title The business cycle and public polidyi

1929780.

Patron Name
identifiers--

I,D.no. Phone time

1.1

8

DUNIff.___BOOK_S_PANE

--SuDocs.
class.
no;

The
Business
Cycle
and
Public
Policy,
1929P,0

Located
Documents
Office:

Documents
Reserve
Shelf

--Title

-Location
note
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ADDENDA C

INTERLIBRARY LOAN REQUESTS

I. Requests for interlibrary roan material are always initiated with the

Interlibrary Loan Department;

If the document sought is not available, Interlibrary Loan (ILL) should

be notified as soon as possible after the search is completed.

III. If the document is available, fill out the circulation form just as for

any circulating documents. (see example below)

A. In the name blibtk Of the circulation slip write in ILL;

B. In the local mailing address block write the name Of the

institution and person borrowing the materiaL

C. Attach the borrower's copy of the circulation slip, along with the

ILL form, to the requested publication.

AUTHOR (LEAVE MANX IF PERIODICAL) '
NothinatiOn of Eugene Rostoik

-:;

C7;,

:ki
"0.1
.../4

...

;*

.. .

"' ....

.

, .

BRIEF TITLE
,. ., ,

).;* .;:,.' ''..,,-, l: `. '''N' /
.:..,

PEITIODICA-
0411

I.S v . i
E

ID
,

! -. A 1..11

CHECK

ONE

NAME

Und.poduati

Groduile 1

NUMBER

FACULTY I.. 7. ..
i

fl OTHER

PLEASE/111NT 4 :

1
4
t- i

.7

ICkAJ,
MARINO
ADDRESS

aix-11
STATE

riart ! -. : . twt, ,, .1

'....-' 14SM (Smith) . v.....'

..-
' ri' ''.

'

. f--.1

Cr!
CT)
17-1

OF FA Ilf,.DEFAATMENT) ,/,
- r..;.,....

0
.^TY-AiLODDINDI

DATE REID. RENEWALS DATE Dug

m

8

2

0

0

IV. Deliver documents and forms to ILL as soon as possible.

A. File the rest Of the circulation form in the circulation file;

;

109
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ADDENDA D

SEARCH PROCEDURES

I. A search shall be initiated by a Documents staff member whenever an

item, which is sought by a staff member or patron, cannot be found.

A; The initial search; as well as subsequent searches, shall inClude:

1. Documents stacks

2; Circulation file.

3. Shelving area

4; Documents Reference Room tables

5. Study desks in Documents stack area

6. Documents staff members

7. ShelfliSt

II. A search slip shall be filled out to insure that follow-up searches

shall be carried out. (see example, pg. 107).

III. The shelf list card shall be notated in pencil: "being searched" (date).

IV. The 2nd and 3rd searches shall be/done on the first working day of every

month.

A. If the item is a "Rush", searches shall be done on the first

working day of everytweek._,

V. If the item is not found afte.the thilt search, it shall be declared

missing.

VI. Consult the Department Head as to whether the item should be withdrawn

from the collection or reordered.

VII. If the decision is made to withdraw the item from the collection, all

catalog cards must be pulled from the sheltlist and public catalogs.

A. The shelf list card shalt be filed in a missing/withdrawn file by

SuDocs number with a notation at the top of the card: (msg/wdn)

(date).

VIII. If the decision is made to reorder the item, then the usual reorder

procedures should be folloWed.

A. The item should be sought through DocEx first. (see Processing

DocEx material, Sec.14, pg. 83-86).

B. The shelflist card should be updated.to read: msg/reordered)

(date)
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IX; If the item cannot be replaced; the catalog record must be withdrawn.

A. The catalog cards must be pulled from the shelflist and public

catalogs and the shelflist card is placed in the missing/withdrawn

file with the notation added at the top: (msg/wdn/o.p.) (date).

1. "o.p." signifies "item out of print and/or unavailable."

X. If the missing item is a serial, tbe missing item is notated on the

kardex and not on the shelflist. If the item is eventually withdrawn,

the withdrawal notation is put on the kardex only.



Example:

Documents Search

Slip

107
DOCUMENTS

SEARCH SLIP.

Searched for:

CLASS. NO.

AGENCY/TITLE:

SHELFLIST NOTED:

KARDEX NOTED:

SEARCH NO. 1

GOODELL

TOWER

'CIRCULATION

STAFF

(date)

SEARCH NO.-2

GOODELL

TOWER

CIRCULATION

STAFF

(date) ..

SEARCH NO 3

(date)

GOODELL

TOWER

CIRCULATION

STAFF

REORDER (date)

WITIORAW (date) 412


